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"Electro" Amateur Wireless Phones

OPERATORS' WIRELESS TELEGRAPli
AND TELEPHONN HAND -BOOK

We herewith present our new amateur
type wireless phones

v

which are superior
to anything as yet.
Our No. 1305 phones
which are in use now
by the United States
MarGovernment,
coni and the United
Wireless Co.'s are of

VICTOR H. LAUGHTER

and are

wound with No. 50

on the constuction of

single silk covered
wire. These phones

he various insti uments.
A special chapter on
the study of wireless
telegraphy is given and
the rules of use Naval
stations with all soars.
abbreviations. etc.. and
ho
takes up this study
other matter interesting to one W
The most difficult points have been explained in nontechnical language and can be understood by the layman.
Wireless telephony is given several chapters and all the
systems in use are show n w ith photographs and drawings.
By some practical work ai d a close study of this treatise
one can soon master all the details of wireless tel- graphy.

have aouble pole magnets wh'eh are extremely powerful
The head band is adjusand made especially for wireless.
table and leather covered, and impossinle to catch Your
hai-. 1 he receivers fit the head perfect The weight is 15
ounces. With this set we furnish a beautiful finished six
The phones are
foot green cord with nlckle plated tips.
made with swivel arrangements which make good fit pos-

sible. A test will convince you that our phones are superior
to any other make and we shall be pleased to send you a
set of these phones on receipt of $1. deposit, with privilege
If not satisfactory we shall refund the
to inspect same.
money.
thousand Ohm phones as described.
80î0
two
No.
complete,

Sold by booksellers generally or sent postpaid to
any address upon receipt of price.
12mo., Cloth, 200 Pages. Fully illustrated, and with
Full -Page Halftone Illustrations
additional
Six
Showing the Installation of 'Wireless" on the
- $1.00
U. S. War Ships and ocean Liners
FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., Publishers
CHICAGO, ILL.
FISHER BUILDINti
_for Catalog FREE.

1$4.50

Send 2c stamp for
By mail extra 22 cents, packed in box.
our new 1211 page wireless cyclopedia No.6 containing
lots of infirminion on wireless. diagrams. etc.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO,
EVERYTHIG F
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Titi EXPPRIMENIER"

and

most complete
treatise on the
subject yet published.
toises t h e historical
work of early investigators on up to the
present day. Desc,ibrs
in detail the construction of an experimental
wireless set. How to
wind .park coil and dimensions of ell size
coils. 1 he tuning of a
wireless station is fully
explained with poi. is

course of higher
grade but our new
phones are in every
respect built as carefully, the only difference being that the
finish is not so elaborate. These phones
have 1000 ohms each

receiver
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80 -z West Broadway,

O°-

New York

NEW ENGLAND GETS
FIRST SERVICE

FOR FORTY YEARS A STANDARD

PIANO.

are made
by us and are sold

direct from our

Dtvn

factory and In no other way.

t

AN ABSOLUTELY FREE TRIAL

RESIDENTS of Portland. Me., Old Orchard,
Me.. Saco, Me.. Biddeford. Me.. Dover. N.
H., Portsmouth. N. H., Exeter, N. H., Haverhill, Mass.. Lawrence. Mass.. Lowell,
Mass.. Boston, Mass., and adjacent points, are now
communicating by wire at rates so low and service
so accurate and prompt that they are wondering at
their former patience with exorbitant rates and

inadequate service.
New lines will be opened as rapidly as physical
and financial conditions permit until every city
in the United States will be sending
25- word TELEGRAMS, any distance, for 7.5.:.
50 -word TELEPOSTS, any distance, for 25e.
100 -word TELETAPES, any distance, for 25e.
10 -word TELECARDS, any distance, tor 10c.
An interesting illustrated booklet has been predetail the invention. Its
411 pared, describing In
operation, its economy, its rapidity and its accuracy. Mailed without cost to anyone asking for
Booklet No. 359.
TELEPOST COMPANY 225 Fifth Ave.. New York

Dealers' and agents' profits and
every unnecessary cost eliminated.
Every dollar is piano value through and
through, the best that 40 years of experience can produce.

for 20 days, in your own home, no cost or obligaion.
ALL FREIGHTS PAID and all risks assumed by us.

Pioneers of the direct plan of piano selling, our unparalleled success has brought forth many imitators, but no
competitors, either as to the excellence of our product or the
integrity and economy of our methods. Forty years of daily
increasing business and 45,000 satisfied buyers testify to this.

-

'

Ask a Wing customer what he thinks of
Wing Pianos and Wing methods. We will send
you names in your locality for the asking.

FREE

INFORMATION ABOUT PIANOS."

A copyrighted

book of 152 pages with many illustrations.
complete rcjrrence book on the piano subject.
History of the piano, descriptions of every part, how to
judge good and
bad materials, workmanship, etc.
Teaches you how to buy inlrlligently. l'ou need this
book.
Free for the asking from the old house of

A

i

when welting please mention "Modern mleotrtos."

WING & SON,
wSea writing

I '1 W. 13th St., New York

please mention "Modern

"Modern Electrice" guarantees the reliability of its advertisers.

Electrice."
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Patent What You Invent
Send Us a Sketch

THIS BOOK

an invention for our
opinion as to patentability
which will be rendered
without charge. If we believe it to be new, we will
issue a contract under which
of

Giving full information in
Patent Matters, and two
others telling what to invent and a history of successful inventions

WE REFUND ALL FEES
IF WE FAIL TO OBTAIN

MAILED FREE
We

I

A PATENT

:

t

t

t

in Prominent Dallies At Our Expense
Advertise Patents of Our Clients For Sale

WRITE POR OUR BOOKS

CONSCIENTIOUS SERVICE

WOODWARD

CHANDLEE

óz

1268 F Street,

Registered Attorneys

Washington.

D. C.

Wh.n writing Weans mont on "Yod.ra Eleetrles."

GLOBE

PATENTS
TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR

FEE

RETURNED

invention for
Send model or sketch and description of your
free search of the U. S. Patent Office records.
Send for
address.
any
Free
to
mailed
Books
roue
Our
free
these books; the finest publications ever issued for
distribution.
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
ed eighty page wide Book is an invaluable
Our illu
book of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechanical
ed and described.

movements illus

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of suc-

cessful inventions.

Also list of Patent buyers.

WHAT TO INVENT

sugContains a valuable list or Inventions Wanted and Also
gest,ons conceminp profitable fields of inventions.
information regarding prizes offered for inventions, among
which is a
PRIZE OP ONE nULLION DOLLARS
offered for one invention and i10 M0 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY

Contains facsimiles of unsolicited letters from our clients
who have built up profitable enterprises founded upon patAlso indorsements from prominent
ents procured by us.
inventors, manufacturers. Senators. Congressmen, Governors tc.
WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENT'S INVENTIONS
FREE. in a li -t of So. day Newspapers with two mtltion
emulation and in the Worlds Prorrrn Sample Copy Free.
Ei- ctrical Case a Specialty.

VICTOR J. EVANS Sc CO.
(

Formerly Evans, Wilkens & Co .1

Main Offices. 200

"F"

Street. N. W.

GLOBE

Dry

The Best Low Price
Dry Cell Made

BatterY'
on sewn

Price in lots of 12 or mors

I3
ttatar. canna W
QIYtl.ae,b.

a

Z

CENTS EACH

No extra charge for
Fahnestock Connections

If you are carrying on experiments in which
wet or dry cells have to be used our battety
catalogue will prove of interest. Sent free to all
who mention this publication.

NATIONAL
CARBON

COMPANY,
Cleveland. Ohio

WASHINGTON. D. C.

('hen senuns please mention "Modern Bleetrics.'

When

writing pleas. monition " Modero Clastrtss."
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THE

R -9
VARIOMETER
is the most ac-

curate tuning
device you have
ever tried .34 .ao
No Contacts

Low Prices

The Radio
Telephone Co.
49 EXCHANGE PLACE

NEW YORK CITY

t'hn writtng D111.

montlnn 'Mndorn RlwntH,.."

Wireless Operators
IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY
WRITTEN TO US FOR OUR LIS r
OF BOOKS ON WIRELESS TEL-

.

EGRAPHY, W
4,;.

nrrtttur .land .I.utl

Wìrkss 6001s
Telephone Receivers, C6n-

dznsers. .. tc.
Our prices are right. our goods
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-.nd l.r Our N`.rrIt- I :11aIuY' 'l'nip II..
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123
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should secure these books and
keep up to (late.
We have a splendid line of hooks
covering these subjects worth a
great deal more than the price we
ask for them. but we make a sreci:ll price of 25c each NOW As we
want to iet them iutrcduced.
ti}:ND TO US
(' 1)N(:E Gtr :1
:till list of the MODEL I.IMARY
shRIES and ;'e UP To I)A IT.

ing Coils. Potentiometers, :park

wleril lil.ctrical ,-tntnurs
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of ::very description. We carry
a complete line of Detectors, TunGaps,

I
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Branly's New Apparatus
By

A.

C. MARLOWE.

Paris correspondent

.11odern.

Electries.

Dr. Branly Observing Paper Strip and Sending Signals

Not long since we had occasion to examine the working of Dr. Branly's apparatus-the French Edison-which he
designed for obtaining wave control of
distant effects. It is now set up in his
laboratory at Paris, with the sending
post located in one room and the receiving post in another, and the wireless
signals are exchanged between the two.
Dr. Branly's system was tested on a pracical scale for torpedo steering some time
ago, and for this purpose there was set
np a short post near Toulon, on the
Mediterranean coast, which is the centre
of the naval operations in that region.
\ torpedo of special design had been
fitted up with the apparatus. so that it
could he controlled from the shore. In
this way the torpedo could he very well
controlled and could be started, stopped
and put through various maneuvers.
This is only one of the uses which can
he made of said apparatus. Almost any
kind of mechanism can be put in movement in this way by the use of a relay
which releases a suitable device, and on
t

the other hand we can close a heavy current circuit in order to start an electric

motor, light lamps, and produce like effects. It is now proposed to steer airships by wave control, and Dr. Branly's
method could be applied very well in this
case. It is perhaps in time of war that
it would have its chief interest, for torpedoes, or for firing submarine mines.
[n order to have the apparatus work
practically, we must have some means
of protecting it against the action of outside sparks. This has been provided for
by two different protective devices which
we mention below.
Dr. Branly has mounted four different
devices so as to show the way in which
the method can be used. These are a
-et of lamps to be lighted, a small electric motor which is set running, also a
pistol. which is fired by a solenoid, and
lastly a large electro- magnet which lifts
a heavy weight. We will use these four
examples in order to make the system
clear. To light the lamps there is used
a solenoid for throwing on the current,
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unl the sulenuid itself receives current
from :t relay. This in turn is operated
from the sensitive relay of a coherer at
the receiving station. When a wave is
received at this end, the coherer works
its relay. and this in turn operates the
-econd relay so as to throw on the solenid -witch and light the lamps. 'Phis
-111)11w-es that the coherer relay is connected to the lamp- operating circuit, but

"'

)isc Apparatus protected

with Wire Gauze

to Shield Against Sparks

it may be thrown over to the second circuit few the electric motor. to the circuit
for the electromagnet. or the pistol firing,
that each of the four devices can be
We
worked from the same coherer.
must now be able to connect each device
to the coherer at the will of the operator at the sending post, and therefore at
distance.
TO carry this out we

1

'

1

1

is used to connect the
solenoid switch which
throws on the electric motor for driving

net.

Disc No.

herer with

he

i

use a device

it consists of a
allcd 'distributor."
-haft driven at a slow speed by an electric motor at the receiving post. and the
-haft causes a set of five discs which are
each provided with a fixed brush for
making contact. For the first disc, the
intact takes place during I 5th of a
revolution. the remainder being insulated.
During this time, the coherer is conthe sec necter) to the lamp circuit.
-nd disc also carries a contact for one fifth revolution. but this contact occurs
at one- tifth further along. so that as
for
the discs rotate we first have No.
comes into
I, nth revolution, then No.
being now oft. So that
ntact. No.
for each revolution of the shaft we make
rive different contacts in succession. Contact Yo. 2 puts on the electric motor
fan motor). No. 3 works the pistol
tiring and No. 4 the heavy electromag-

.

to- and -fro action. that is, one impulse
throws it on, while a second impulse will
break the circuit. When contact No.
is on. the operator can send a spark
which will either open or close the disc motor circuit. -u that he can start and
stop the distributor at will.
l'he operator can now send a signal
tyhich will operate any one of the live
devices. provided lie can observe the Ito sition .if the live discs. so as to send the
wave at the proper time. Ile is able to
-ce the position of the discs by the following device. t )n the distributor shaft
there is tnotinted another disc known as
"control disc.- It carries five projecting
parts on the circumference which can
hear against a fixed brush so as to
make contact at each fifth of a revolution. The first contact, or No. I. takes
place when the disc No. 1, or lamp list,
begin to make contact as already noted,
but the control contact is a brief one,
and occurs only at '.he beginning of the
main disc contact. The control contact
is used to operate a wave -signal device
which is placed at the receiving post, and
this wave is sent back to the sending
post. .\ coherer and Morse register are
mounted so as to receive such signals.

5

a

distributor itself. This switch has

a

Solenoid for Closing Circuit with Mercury Cups
As the distant discs revolve. the operator
-ees a .lot elite to the control contact)
made on the paper strip which unrolls before him. and this indicates that disc
No.
has commenced to make contact.
in the same way, when disc No. 2 begins to make contact t No. 1 being now
off i. the control disc sends a second signal back to the sending post. and this is
also recorded on the strip as it unrolls.
The operator sees that disc No. 1 is in
contact during the time between the two
control signals or dots .nn the paper strip.
t

1
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and -o on. Ily observing the strip, he
finds that disc No. 2 is in action between
dot No. 2 and dot No. 3. Disc No. 3 is
on in the time between dots Nos. 3 and 4,
and so on. In practice the first signal is
a single dot, the second one a double dot,
the third signal three dots. etc., such signals being sent by sets of one, two,
three teeth, etc., upon the control disc,
instead of a single tooth. We are now

1.11

the apparatus is not in use, and the operator does this by sending the wave in
the interval between signal 5 and signal
1, as above seen.
When he wishes to recommence, he starts up the motor in the
same way.
It is to be noted that the
control signals are always made on the
paper strip as long as the motor keeps
running, so that at any time, several
hours after, the operator can observe the
strips so as to note the position of the
discs.

Device for Protecting Against Accidental Sparks.

able to operate the lamps during the time
between dot No. 1 and dot No. 3 shown
on the strip. In this interval we press
the key, sending a wave, which operates
the coherer and the lamp circuit. During the space between signal No. 2 and
No. 3. we can do the same for the' fan
motor, as the contact is now made for it,
while the lamp contact is thrown off. Between signal No. 3 and 4 we work the
pistol firing, and between No. 4 and 5
the weight lifting magnet. As the control disc revolves, the contact No. 1
recommences after No. 5. During the
interval between signal 5 and signal 1 we
can control the electric motor of the distributor. and can now stop it if this is
desired, after having produced all the
four effects which we wished to carry
out, or any of them. Should we wish to
throw off the lamps, for instance. we allow the motor to rotate, and from signal
to signal 2 we send a wave.
This
again acts on the lamp stvitch. and in
this is double- acting, the second impulse will break the lamp circuit. From
signal 1 to signal 2 we can break the fan
motor circuit, and so on, or can leave it
running. In short, during the first revolution. we produce any of the four effects. During the second revolution we
can throw off any one of them, or leave
it on, as desired. The distributor can
then go on revolving without causing
any change, as long as the operator (loes
not senil waves. However, in practice it
is desired to stop the disc motor when

Et is very useful for the operator to
know whether he has succeeded in pro dIticing the effect desired in any case, for
instance whether the lamps are properly
lighted. This is done by the use of a
check signal, which is sent out from the
receiving end and is also recorded on
the paper strip. nn the distributor shaft
is mounted an extra disc for the lamp
circuit.
It carries a projecting contact
so that it can send a wave signal back to
the first post. Such a signal can only be
sent, however. should the lamp -circuit
have been closed by its solenoid- switch.
In such case, an extra contact is worked
by the same switch, and this allows the
check disc to send a signal. This signal
has the form of a clash, and appears at
the end of the first interval. ,A second
check disc sends a like signal at the end
of the next interval. showing that the
fan-motor circuit has been properly
closed, and so on. Should the clash not

1

Weight Lifting Magnet, Solenoid Switch to
Operate Same at Left.
appear in any case, we wait for the sec-

ond revolution of the distributor, and
again endeavor to close the circuit. We
are thus able to tell whether anything is
wrong at the farther end. There is one
check signal for each of the five effects.
Should we omit any of these intentionally, the check signal will of course not
appear.
ru he concluded)
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The Construction of An Efficient
Storage Battery
BY

Ir. GERNSBACK.

--IN

SOLDERED
SOLDERED-

ll.EIn the present paper the writer desires
to show how with little expense and little experience a high grade storage battery can be constructed by almost anyone.

The writer, who for years was the
technical director of one of the best known storage battery companies in
.merica, is happy to give some of his
long experience to readers of MODERN
ELECTRICS, most of whom have been
for unknown reasons -mislead, as far
as storage battery construction goes.
The writer has had the present article
in consideration for some time, but as
he intended to have the experimenter
construct the battery entirely himself,
and as the battery should be something
better than a home-made makeshift, the
reader will appreciate the amount of
work necessary to bring about the present model. which seemingly very simple,
was not the simplest thing to conceive.
Especially the container proved a vexing problem. The writer dislikes to say
"Procure a glass jar. or a hard rubber

-

cell.- Ile a ould rather have the experimenter make it himself, if in any way
possible.

A container for a storage battery must
The one denaturally be acid proof.
scribed in this paper is acid proof, does
not break, and floes not leak like glass
or hard rubber.
To the writer's knowledge, a cast lead
jar as the one described by him in this
article has not been described previously
and it will no doubt come into extensive
use among experimenters, to whom the
weight is not an objection.
The plate -which does not require an
expensive casting machine-is simplicity
itself. solid, will not buckle easily. can
'tand great abuse. and being made from
a single strip of lead, will not corrode.
The current distribution is ideal.
Two positive and one negative plate
of the type described furnish a cell of
2 volts and 50 ampere hours. If therefore
a 6 volt 50 A. H. battery is desired. we
plates. and so
shall require 3 cells and

on.
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Hie only thing the experimenter needs
to buy is the raw material, which should
not cost very much.
Fach plate requires a strip of lead 69
inches long, 1/8 inch thick, and 1/2 inch
wide. This may he bought from firms
carrying experimenters' materials at
quite a low price.
The strip is bent as shown in Fig. 1.
As will be seen the "grid" is made from
: single piece of strip, soldered only in
one corner (where the lug is located) to
give the plate rigidity. The illustration
shows that each adjacent turn is exactly
1/2 inch distant from the previous turn.
To bend the strip nicely, small pieces
of wood 1/2 inch thick may he used as
spacers. The length of plate is 6 inches;
the height 4 1/2 inches. The lug should
be about 2 inches high.
We now come to the part where all
the
the blundering is usually clone
"pasting." This is the vital part, and on
its success depends the efficiency, the life,
and the capacity of a storage battery.
Pick up any text -book, or refer to
most any article in the current press as
to paste battery plates. It is invariably
stated there: "Mix the red lead with a
solution of sulphuric acid 1 part, water
4 parts, and apply to grid."
Whoever originated this famous time old "formula" will probably remain a
mystery forever. It seems that someone
made a jocular statement way back in
1880, and the technical press, for lack "of
something better, eagerly snapped it up
and has been keeping on recommending
it for the last 30 years. It goes without
saying that those who recommended it
never tried it, as it is practically impossible to obtain a sound plate made thus.
Nine times out of ten, as soon as the
dried plate is immersed in the electrode,
the filler falls all to pieces. to the disgust

-

of the maker.
If by some miracle this filler stays in
place. it will surely "shed" during formation or subsequent use. Besides, the capacity is very low.
Good pasting mixtures usually are
kept secret by manufacturers, as thousands of dollars must be spent and long
years of experimenting sacrificed to test
out formulas.
There are to -day less than 40 good
formulas in the world. and very few
good ones are added to the list each year.
Tlie greatest difficulty is the time test.

143

A plate made up with a new mixture.
may give a capacity twice as great as any
other plate of same size and weight. It
will work splendidly for some months
and then suddenly lose all its efficiency.
Another variety is the plate which
must be '`coaxed." This plate may give
barely any capacity during the first 3 or
leaps and
5 charges, and improve by
bounds during the subsequent ones.
Such plates are technically termed
"hard" ones and are very often the best
ones.
It may be stated that very little changes
in the mixtures change the whole structure and capacity of a plate, thus a variation of only 5 per cent. in the formulas
given below (or other good formulas),
may make a difference of 30 to 40 per
cent. in the ultimate capacity of the plate.
The formula and directions given below were worked out by the writer and
took two years to be perfected. Over
2,000 test plates had to be made.
A few words about the "pasting" process.
For the positive plate pure red lead is
used. For the negative plate litharge.
Both are an oxide of lead and are readily
procured from supply houses.
Make the following mixture:
Red lead, 100 parts by weight.
Sulphate of ammonia, 11 parts by
weight.
The latter is a very cheap chemical.
The commercially pure kind which resembles dry sand, should be used. It
should be crushed to a powder (by rolling a clean, round glass bottle over it),
and then thoroughly intermixing it with
the red lead.

The sulphate of ammonia serves to
make the plate porous, as no plate can
give a large capacity unless the electrolyte can circulate freely in its pores.
Now add to the mixture under constant mixing a solution of pure, strong
ammonia, 26 degrees. This should be
lone in the open air, unless you are used
to the strong fumes, which, by the way,
are harmless. It is of the utmost importance that the mixture is stiff ; it must
under no circumstances How or run.
Only a stiff paste will make good plates.
Never mix any more paste than for
one or two plates, as the paste hardens to
a stone -hard cement in less than -10 minutes and it can not be used afterward.
but must be thrown away.
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Now take
a sheet

a clean

grid and place it on
Hat down.
nice plate, the grid

of clean smooth paper,

in order to make a
with its paper should

he placed on a
smooth surface. such as a stone slab, a
metal plate, etc.
Now we must "pack" the grid as rapidly as possible, as the paste hardens soon.
The packing must be done very carefully. 'Take a thin piece of wood, or if
you have a small cement trowel, von have
the ideal tool. 'Take small quantities of
the paste and till the plate, applying con siderable pressure so as not to leave air
holes. Fill up all the interstices and let
the paste come above the edge of the
grid at least /l( inch. Move your
trowel or wooil piece hack and forward
repeatedly to do away with all air holes.
1

his

o

be done in the sun, and

it takes about 24
hours' time to thoroughly dry the plate.
it may be turned from time to time so
that both sides are dried evenly. When
dry it wilt he very hard and of a beautiful vivid red. Next it is "scraped" with
: straight, -harp edged knife. All the
surplus red lead must come off. till the
bright metallic lead of the grid is exposed.
Roth sides of the plate are scraped. of
-

coarse.

\Vhen enough plates have been made
and when they have been thoroughly
dried and scraped, we are ready for the
sulphating process.
This is done as follows:
Make a solution of sulphuric acid and
distilled or rain water of 1,10) degrees.
When cooled down take a plate and immerse it QUICK in the solution. See
that each part of the plate is immersed.
\Vithdraw the plate at once out in the
air. You will note that the plate gives
off mach gas. Now dip the plate again
into the solution but leave it in it for
3 to 5 seconds.
Withdraw again. You
will observe that the red color changed
to brown. immerse a third time and
leave it in the bath for 20 hours.
.\ fter this the plate is taken out of
the sulphating bath and placed in running water for at least 2 hours.
It
should then he well washed otf with a
tiff brush and is then ready for forming.
The negative plate is made by using
o

eaß

+e

- 'tO.

2-

Now take two or three pieces of blotting paper or cardboard, or any other
moisture-absorbing paper. and place it on
top of the packed grid. On top of this

place a heavy piece of smooth hoard and
n top of this place weights, stich as
stones. etc., to the extent of 200 to 230
lbs.

Or, if you have a letter press at your
disposition, yon may put the pasted plate

between blotters and thus press out the
surplus liquid and make the packing process more perfect.
The pressing process should last about
10 to 20 minutes for each plate.
The
paper is now carefully peeled off the
moist grid. This must he clone slowly,
with patience, as chunks and small pieces
are often clinging to the paper: and such
diodes cannot he tilledl in :afterward. as
they fall omt during forming.
The plate is rnty ready for drying and

honld

he irlaced

face downward on a
The drying must

-nusith, clean hoard.

the following mixture:
Litharge, 100 parts by weight.
Sulphate of ammonia, 6 parts by
weight.
Mix thoroughly in the same manner as
for the positive plate.
The moistening solution is made as

follows:
Strong ammonia, 26 degrees,

10

parts

by weight.
Rest glycerine. 2 parts by weight.
N[ix thoroughly by shaking the solu-

tion
The glycerine plays an important role.
[t gives a wonderful texture to the formed plate.
is not obtained in any
ether manner. The surface of the plate
feels like silk and is highly porous. While
the plate is rather soft t the fingernail
easily snakes an impression) the material thus obtained is very tough and
stands great abuse. mechanically as well
as electrically.
This paste k worked exactly as the
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one for the positive plate. but must be
worked quicker. as it sets rapidly. The
plate is then packed and dried as explained above. but does not need sulphating as the positive one.
If enough plates are made we are
ready to construct the container or jar.
This is cast from one piece of lead. The
form or mould, which you can either
gTHIcK

r-

r

' GLASS Roos

n[

-F-1G,

3-

finished jar taken out.

14$

It will appear as

in Fig. 3.
In order to prevent sticking, it is %yell

to rub all the inside parts of the form

with talcum. To further facilitate withdrawing the block from the metal jar. it
may be made a little wider at the bottom
than at the top, but this will make the
jar thicker at the bottom and somewhat
heavier.
From a single form 4 to t) jars call be
made. :\ fter this the heat chars the w t u l
and makes the form useless. As most
experimenters, however, will hardly make
more than 3 to 4 jars, one form will usually do.
Next all plates are provided with binding posts, which may be taken from old
dry cells. The mode of connection is
shown in Fig. 1. The back part must be
soldered and should then be painted with
black asphaltum paint to safeguard
against corrosion.
Next the elements are assembled as
shown in Fig. 4. Each element or unit
is composed of 2 positive and 1 negative. The plates are spaced 1/4 inch
apart from each other by 4 glass rods
1/4 inch thick, as shown. If glass is
not at hand, use well paraffined pieces of
wood.
Two stiff rubber hands are placed
around the element which keeps the
The two positive
plates in position.

make yourself or have your carpenter
make for you, is simple. The only requirements are that the wood must be
very dry and very hard. Maple is the
best.
Fig. 2 explains the form better than
words. A solid center block of dimensions as given, is made. Around this is
built a wooden box, the walls of which
in order to obviate the danger of warping, should he at least one inch thick.
When the finished box is placed over
the block, there will be a clear space of
1/8 inch inside. Both block and box are
placed on a hoard on which a film of dry,
fine sand has been placed. The spacing
between block and box must he done accurately.
Next melt in a ladle a sufficient amount
of lead to which is added 8 parts of
antimony. The antimony serves the purpose to harden the lead. The finished jar
therefore is stiff and can not he bent
easily.
FuBBlrr BANDSThe lead melts much faster than the
- FIG. 4.antimony and it will take somewhat
rt. E.
longer to melt the latter.
\s soon as melted pour the metal plates are joined together by a heavy piece
quickly without stopping in the mould. of lead wire or lead strip.
fn ordinary storage batteries there is
The metal must cover the block about
1;8 inch, and as the box is this much usually one more negative plate than
\s will be seen. the writer
higher it will only he necessary to fill up positive.
the metal to the upper edge of the latter. uses une more positive than negative.
When cold the form is opened and the The reason is that it is really the posi.

.
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rive which gives the capacity, and by using more positives, greater capacity per
eight is had. Of course, we really lose
one positive, as one side of each positive
the one away from the negative) is lost.
f we should put a negative on each side
of the positives our capacity would be
I00 ampere hours, but this would increase the cell unduly, and besides most
experimenters are satisfied with it 50
\. 11. battery.
Next we place three short pieces of
glass, or hard rubber rod in the bottom
of jar. Fig. 3. and carefully place the
element in the jar so that the plates rest
n the insulating rods. The clement must
be placed so that it does not touch the
lead jar. which would short circuit the
plates.
\n excellent plan to prevent this is to
cut 4 pieces of glass to it the 4 inside
walls of the jar. Short circuiting is then
impossible.

t
t
I

32C

LAl'1PS
1OV

r11iN!

E.

f all the cells are assembled the positive plates of one cell are connected to
This leaves
the negative of the next.
one positive and one negative end terI

minal.

\lI cells are then filled with pure sulphuric acid (electrolyte) of 1,180 degrees.

'l'he positive terminal ut the battery
to the positive of the
charging current, the negative of the battery to the negative of the charging cur is then connected

rerrt.

The charging current should be pref.,rably 110 volts and about 4 amperes.
Only direct current, of course, can be

ing current must he about 11 to 12 volts.
The amperage under all circumstances
,houhl he 4.
The battery is then charged for 12
hours. At the end of this period it is
discharged through a resistance, lamps
or a motor, etc.
Che positive plate is
now chocolate brown. while the former
white negative is of a beautiful dark
.late gray.
\ iter discharging the battery is again
charged for 12 hours. discharged, charged and discharged a third time.
The battery is formed now.
All the elements are now taken apart.
l'he forming electrolyte is thrown away
and all plates and parts thoroughly
washed with a stiff brush.
l'lten all elements are assembled anew
and placed in the clean container, in
which the regular electrolyte of 1,250 degrees is poured.
The battery is recharged at once and
is now ready to do hard work.
\Vith ordinary care it should last for
years.

To safeguard the brass terminals from
corrosion, keep them always well covered

with vaseline.
Titis battery will stand hard work anti
short circuits -unless prolonged-and is
specially to be recommended for wireless work.
It is self understood that the jars
must be insulated from each other and
must not touch under any circumstances.
By placing each jar on two porcelain
wire cleats the insulation will be perfect
and no shunts are liable to be created.
SOME DONT'S.

Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

run any cell below 1.8 volts.
wait long to have it recharged.
test it with an ammeter alone.
lay a screwdriver or tile across
the connections to make it spark.
Don't recharge with alternating current.

teries.
It j;.

Don't bring a lighted cigar near a battery during the charge.
W. A. O. A.
The Wireless Association of America, headed
by America's
foremost
wireless men, has only
one purpose: the ad-

110
it is

If

used.

Four 32 C. P. 110 volt lamps connected as per diagram in Fig. 5 will give
4 amperes. necessary to charge the bat,) i coarse, not necessary to tt e
wits. any voltage will do, as long as

abort 20 to 33 per cent. higher than
the voltage of the battery. [f we have.
y. I cells. the voltage of same will be
2 alts per cell). therefore the charg-

vancement of "wireless."
you are not a member as yet, do not
fail to read the announcement in the
fanttary issue. No fees to be paid.
Send to -day for free membership card.
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The Tuba Lamp
By OUR MERLIN CORRESPONDENT.
In the August issue of last year the
riter i ccrrilrd this lamp, which as will
be runtI.ered is a combination of the
ordinary incandescent lamp and the mer««

cury vapor lamp.
The new type, which its inventor, \Ir.
Robert I lop felt. is now making, is shown
in the illustration. The old type, in which
The U tube is enclosed in a glass bulb,
bas been ilhtstrated in the writer's artirle in the : \ngnst, 1908, issue.
Mr. 1lopfelt made the following statement:

"In the year 1906 a patent was granted
to me on a lamp, in which the carbon
filament dill not burn in a vacuum, but
in mercury vapor mixed with another
condensing gas.
The mercury, of which only a very
small quantity is contained in each lamp,
is at the bottom of the U tube if the
lamp hangs vertically. However, it does
not make any difference in which position the lamp hangs, as it works just as
%veil in a horizontal position.
A further advantage of the new lamp
is that it works on both direct and alternating currents. It is of course evident
that the new lamp can be made for all
voltages, in fact, the company which now
manufactures my lamp makes them from
100 to 250 volts.
At first sight it would appear that the
lamp would not stand transportation, but
this is, of course, not so. In fact, the
breakage is less than with the ordinary
incandescent lamp and 50 per cent. less
than with the Tungsten lamp.
The Tuba lamp lasts from 600 to 700
hours and gives a pure white light. All
the new lamps. as per illustration, are
frosted and have a nickeled reflector attached permanently to it. Size over all
is 4 1/2 x 3 1/4 inches. The size of the
V tube only is 3 1/4 x 1 1 /4.inches. All
:amps take 1.6 watts per candle, which,
considering the pure white light the lamp
gives, seems to be a great advance. The
selling price of the new lamp is much
!css than
f,ir instance that of the
Tungsten lamp, and ii one considers that
the factory guarantees safe delivery of
the lamp, it is about the best all around
lamp now made.

Several novel points were found in the
new lamp. One is that the candle power
output increases as the lamp grows older,
and the current consumption decreases,
contrary to other lamps, which grow
duller while taking more and more current. The following values make the
above clear; they were obtained by the
Berlin State Laboratory:

Time in Hours.

t'andle Power.

0.2
24.0
100.0
200.0

29.6
30.0
35.5
38.4

Another phenomenon is that some
lamps (which not having been pumped
ont as well as others) light up in the dark
merely when shaking them. The light
obtained is, of course, very weak.
Very few people know that the life of
t r. .sted incandescent lamps is from 20 to
25 per cent. shorter than that of clear

lamps.
No satisfactory explanation has as yet
been found to explain the phenomenon.
Some claim that the heat inside of frosted
bulbs is higher than that of clear ones.
while others think that the strongly reflected light in the inside of bulb destroys
the filament more rapidly.

1
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EDITORIALS.
it undoubtedly interests our

rcadees

what parts of the world MODERN
ELECTRICS is being rc:ul.
Naturally the greatest amount of the
18,(Nln subscribers is located in the UnitStates.
Next conics Canada. then

in

giant I.
The other countries are represented as
\iexico,
:.w;:
\nstralia.
New

ii

.

1

t

has the greatest. China the
-mallest amount of subscribers after
England.
"there are several more foreign countries, which, however, having only one
or two subscribers, are not included in
above list.
There is practically no civilized country on the globe to -day where MODERN
i l.ECTRi('S
is not being read, and the
amount of subscribers in the foreign
countries increases rapidly.
That our foreign readers take a lively
interest in wireless matters is demon -trated in this issue's wireless contest.
where a subscriber from .\ustralia carries off the prize.
it is interesting to
note what kind of instruments he uses
and how lie brings about the varied effects-considered from the American
standpoint.
11'e can learn a great deal from our
cousin antipodes, not alone in wireless
hut in other everyday matters.

WIRELESS IN CHINA.
(Consular Report.)
Consul (;raccy, writing from Tsingtau, says in regard to the plan for using
wireless telegraphy in China:
"The acting president of the board of
communications has sent an order to the
telegraph administration in Shanghai directing it to obtain from foreign firms
tenders for wireless telegraphic installations which the government desires to establish between the Altai mountains and
\hslen, in the Northwest of Chinese
Turkestan.
"The question of a wireless telegraph
installation in the interior was pointed
out by the administration as one of the
most important needs of China to -day.
it is said the board considers it practically impossible to establish the ordinary
lanti lines across the great deserts between Peking and the extreme Northwest. but the natural difficulties could oe
surmounted by the use of wireless. Balk :on's system is considered by the board
to be the newest and most efficient. and
the administration was instructed to
make the necessary inquiries. and was
also given a list of questions as to the
technical matters which it was its business to answer."
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,300 meters, and each post has
motor- driven device which sends auThrough experiments at a wireless tomatic signals of a certain character
mile and a uniform duration. Each station
telegraph station on Mt. Wilson
high -near Los Angeles, the loftiest in the region has a characteristic sigknown station in the world, local offi- nal. On the vessel there are three difcials of the Southern Pacific telegraph ferent devices. The first instrument
school have succeeded, they believe, in has an electrolytic detector and a chrontracing to their origin mysterious signals ograph device for observing the time that have puzzled operators for more length of the signal, so as to identify
than a year, reports of which have at- the station. To determine the distance
tracted the attention of scientists the of the ship from the station there is
used the method of measuring the
world over.
Also the experimenters have read for energy of the waves. The reading of
the first time signals sent from the Ha- the energy corresponds to distances
waiian islands, more than 2,000 miles which are indicated on a chart, using
a series of circles or zones around the
distant.
The success of the tests just complet- station. A first approximation is made
by using a sliding resistance which
ed may result in the installation of a
permanent station on Mt. Wilson, for cuts down the current in the detector
the purpose of reaching out still farther to zero. thus indicating the energy. For
the exact measurement a direct readin the field of wireless communication.
Among the strange signals picked up ing balometer of a special kind is used,
was a cipher code, apparently used by and by taking two readings we find
Japanese naval or merchant vessels. It the intersection of the circles on the
map for the two posts, and therefore
is made up of numerals, each figure representing a letter or word. These sig- the position of the vessel. The latter
can thus be steered while observing
nals are supposed to have been sent from
points on the ocean not far from Seat- the instruments, so as to keep in a certain line or course. This method is
tle.
In carrying on their tests on the moun- claimed to be superior to what has
tain, the operators and electricians suf- been proposed, as it is direct reading,
fered greatly from the cold. Their sta- while other methods take three mintion was out in the open, and their most utes. say, to find the point, and meanwhile the vessel could have run 6,000
important work was done at night.
With a railroad lantern on the tele- feet ahead.
graph desk the men remained at their ALTERNATING CURRENT BATposts, receiving instruments strapped to
TERY.
their heads, listening for anything that
At first thought it seems incredible that
might be picked out of the ether.
there could be such a thing as a primary
or other battery giving an alternating
GUIDING VESSELS AT SEA.
current. However. such a cell has reSome time since the question was cently been invented by a Frenchman.
The electrodes are composed of ordibrought up of using a method of signaling to ships by wireless in order to nary sheet iron, which are placed in a soshow them their position at sea, and lution obtained by mixing equal parts of
a concentrated solution of bichromate of
the route which they should take. A
company has been recently formed in potash with a 2 per cent. solution of orFrance in order to operate a system of dinary sulphuric acid.
When tested by means of a voltmeter
this kind. They propose to apply it
specially to the entry of harbors so as this cell will give a reading between 0.4
to indicate to the vessels the proper to 0.5 volts. In five or seven seconds the
course to take when entering the port. polarity is reversed to 0.4 to 0.5 volts.
A new method has been devised which If one lias a voltmeter with center scale.
is claimed to he much superior to the needle will first show plus 0.5 volts:
what has been proposed. Two posts after a few seccnds it will show minus
are erected, one on each side of the 0.5 volts, and so on. This is kept up for
harbor, upon islands or projecting hours. No satisfactory explanation of
points of the coast. They send out the odd phenomenon has been obtained as
waves which are below the regulation yet.

MESSAGE FROM MARS?
FROM HAWAII! !
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metros AgonrittÍtDn of AIltPrirtt
wring argisfry
This department has been started with the idea to bring the wireless amateur in closer touch with
urnmercial Iind and ship stations. Each month a list of new members will he printed here and once each
',car an official BLUE BOOK will be issued by MODERN ELECTRICS giving a list of all the members who
. rgiatered during the year.
Each member will receive the Official Blue Book free of charge. The Blue
Book will also contain a complete list of commercial and government stations, their call letters, wave
;ngth, etc.
To register a station requires: Total length of aerial (from top to spark balls), park length, call letter,
(if none is in existante M. E. will oppoint one) name and address of owner.
Fee for Registery (including one Blue Booki 25 enti.
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The Construction of a Static Machine
By MARTIN I. LEWIS.

!;y referring to the drawings any one
(add be able to build a satisfactory
-.ttic machine. We will first consider
tl a plates, as these are the vital parts
the machine. They are to be cut
from clear window glass, of as white a
lor as can be obtained; six inches in
i:ameter, with a !. -inch hole in the exact center of each. One word about
,:Tilling holes in glass. This is a very
sv operation if you have a small breast
drill and a good sharp diamond- pointed
drill. The drill should be operated at a
p-etty good speed. with a slight constant
pressure until half way through, when
::.e plate should be turned over and the
'o,le finished from the other side. The
:: le can he reamed out to the proper size
ith a small rat -tail file. Keep the
-

drill well lubricated with a mixture of
turpentine and camphor while drilling.
Next, the bosses. In this case, a pair
of spools were used with the flange cut
off at one end and a piece of brass tub in J. -inch outside diameter, i8 -inch inside diameter, and 13./4-inch long, driven
into each. A groove should be cut in
the end of each boss to take the belt, as
shown in drawing.
Now wash the plates clean, and dry
them thoroughly.
Cut two washers
from thin felt or flannel, and glue one on
the large end of each spool with warm
carpenter's glue; smear a little glue on
the other side of the flannel washers,
and allow them to dry for about five
minutes. Then press firmly onto the
glass, exactly in center of same, and al-

I
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them to dry about twenty -four
bnhrs. After drying, the plates should
be given four coats of shellac varnish,
being sure that each coat is dry before
the next one is applied.
In fact, it is
a grad idea to warm the plates between
each application.
They should be of a
nice amber color if varnished properly.
Now cut out of heavy :ead foil or tin
foil, 48 sectors, as shown in drawing,
and stick them onto the plates with thin
glue or thick shellac. 'l'he best way to
Ionv

do this is to lay the plate down on a

full size drawing of the same. and paste

the same firmly. The plate shaft is to be
of ;g -inch Bessemer steel, and the driving shaft of ;4-inch 1essemer steel
sha fting.
The crank should be made of á -inch
!

sheet brass, to which has been sweated
a brass nut to screw on end of driving

shaft.
The collecting combs are made of No.
18 copper wire, with two points soldered
on each, and shaped and made to dimensions shown in drawing. They embrace
both plates as far as the inside edge

of the sectors.
The collector supports consist of two
ax6 -inch test tubes, procurable at any
supply house, varnished with shellac;
each one should be fitted with a rubber
cork through which a hole has been
drilled, so that the collector holder fits
tightly in same.
The discharging rod supports are of
inches long. The
%-inch glass rod
metal heads on top of each are of brass
rods
-inch in diameter, with a % -inch
hole '/z -inch deep drilled in one end of
each, so as to set firmly on the glass supports. A little cement applied to the
?

-

.

4/

j/

a sector

over each one, shown on the

drawing; in this way you will

be enabled to stick the sectors on evenly and
have them properly spaced. The driving
pulley should be turned out of well -seasoned wood to size shown in drawing,
with a 5 -inch hole through the center
of same for the driving shaft.
The hase board is shown very clearly
in the drawing, and needs no special
comment other than it should be made
of some wood which will not warp. Well
seasoned poplar or walnut is hest.
It
should be finished smooth and given a
couple of coats of black enamel.
The standards. the details of which
are shown clearly in drawing, are of
wood, and care should be taken that the
holes for the two shafts are exactly opposite. They are to he glued in the
holes mortised in base.
The balls used on the various parts can
be ordinary lead bullets drilled to take the
brass rods. The neutralizing rods are of
No. 18 copper wire, fitted with brushes
of tinsel cord, such as is obtainable at any

dry goods store. The neutralizing rods
are soldered to a piece of . -inch inside diameter brass tubing, which is split
with a hack saw from end to end; the
tubing then is pressed together so that
when placed on the plate shaft it grips

supports before placing the brass heads
A
on them will make them secure.
1/16-inch hole should be drilled in top
of each head to take the connecting wires
of the collecting combs. Also drill one
? -inch hole in each horizontally to take

y) ;1111

Ìy,,.r..-...

-- .
j

:üil----. Î
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the discharge rods, one of which is fitted
with a ! á-inch ball and the other with a
u -inch ball. The discharge rod handles
are made from
-inch hard rubber rod
to size, as shown.
The machine should be assembled as,

/

shown, crossing the belt farthest from
The other belt should
the crank side.
be straight, in order that the two plates
may revolve in opposite directions. The
brushes should be placed so that they
divide the plates into four equal parts.
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And for a right -handed person turning
the crank, the rear one should set in the
position shown in the sketch of the completed machine. The other brush should
be set just opposite.

ASSEMBLING.

We will assume that you have
completed the various parts of the machine, and that you are now ready to assemble same.
t ;hie the standards, test tube collector
hohler and the discharging rod supports
in their respective places.
When the
glue has become quite dry give the base
and standards a couple of coats of medium thick shellac, to which has been
added enough lamp black to make a nice
smooth black varnish. (Do not varnish
the test tubes or rod supports with black

varnish; they should

be varnished
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Now set up the collector combs by
pushing the short brass rods on the ball
through the hole in rubber cork and
glueing the corks in their respective test
tubes. Connect the long end of the collector with the discharging rod head.
Pass the rods through the holes in head
for that purpose, and press on the handles. The machine is now complete, and
should generate instantly.
I have a machine made exactly like the
one described, and it has never yet failed
to give me excellent results.
You will
readily see that by increasing each part in
proportion you can build as large a machine as you wish.

.À. (0.1.
The Wireless Association of America was
founded solely to advance
wireless. IT IS NOT A

with

=3-

MONEY MAKING OR-

GANIZATION.

Con-

gress threatens to pass a law to license

-opure ,licilac.) Now put the driving pulley in place, clamping same to the shaft
by means of the screw in the center of
sanie. The plate shaft should next be
inserted through the holes near the top
of standards provided for same. Of
course. the plates are placed on the shaft
as you push it through. The screws on
top of the standards should now be
screwed down until they clamp the shaft
quite firmly and prevent same from turning. Now we are ready for the belts. I

find that common cotton string heavily
heeswaxed is very suitable for this purpose. Take a piece and pass it tinder the
driving pulley on the crank side of the
machine and over the boss, tying the end
together tightly.
Now pass another
piece of string under the driving pulley,
but cross it before passing around the
opposite boss. This will cause the plates
to revolve in opposite directions. Now
press the neutralizing rods on the ends
of the plate shaft so that the brushes
gently wipe the sectors as the plates revolve. Screw the crank onto the end of

driving shaft.

all wireless stations. The W. A. O. A.
already has over 2,000 members-the
largest wireless organization in the
world. When the time for action arrives. the thousands of members will exert a powerful pressure to oppose the
"wireless license" bill. This is one of
the purposes of the W. A. O. A. There
are more

WIRELESS BUTTON.
Commencing July 1st the price of the Association button will be raised to 20 cents
instead of 15 cents. The manufacturer
found it impossible to continue making the
buttons for 15 cents. Hence the raise in
price.
The finish of the new button is much better than the old style. It is heavily triple
silver plated and wears for years. Background of letters is hard dark blue enamel,
flashes of pole are laid in in hard red
enamel.
Button has screw back. It is the handsomest button made. Your money back if
you don't like it. Send for free W. A. O. A.
membership card. It protects your inter est S.
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(ìerns',a, Ir. Editor.
.Vr.w York

-I

f'ily.

/)ear .1'ir:
hope you %viii allow me
little of your valuable space. as I tai.;h
to correct an impression given by your
excellent editorial in the March* issue.
a

Wireless telegraphy is by no means a
"dead art'' in England. and it lias many
enthusiastic devotees. Personally, I was
one of a group of four stations using
ten -inch coils and long antennae, and
there are many other private stations of
various sizes. It is, of course, necessary
to have a license from the Postmaster( ;encral, but no charge whatever is made
for it, and one only has to explain that
the station is to he used for experimental (as opposed to commercial) purp( es.
This license places the experimenter
under a moral obligation not to (1) interfere during the transmission of other
messages; (2) listen in on Government
messages; (3) use all means in his power
to assist ships in distress if his station
is so placed that he may receive their
messages. Failure to comply with these
perfectly reasonable conditions may lead
to the infliction of a tine or the contiscation of the offender's apparatus.
For obvious reasons, the Government
reserves the right to take control of wireless instruments in the event of war, if

l'he wireless feat of the steamer "I;e-

public" was equalled if not excelled. Tite
steamer "1'rinzess Irene'' tvas I$0 mile.
away when the tltrillimig call, "i ' t ). I)

was picked np.
Inune1liately neon receipt of the message of .listre,s the operator hashed hack luis auwer and learn ed the location of the :stricken ship.
'Ille ''I'rinzess Irene" then hastenc,i
at full deed to the rescue, and even

,,,ul .,n boan,l the "Slavonia.' was save, i.

A NOVEL SWITCH.
A few weeks ago I decided to make a
small ,wilcli boa rd to use with a few cells
of dry battery. The thing which puzzled
me most was how to make the ;witches.
After trying to make two or three different kinds, I decided to use this one, since
it was the easiest.
First take a piece of redwood, or any
other wood which does not split easily,
one inch thick, and two inches \vide, the
length is immaterial. Three- quarters of
an inch from one end cut a notch, 5iß

,teemed necessary.
I hope that my brother wireless enthusiasts in America will be guided by

your well -timed r.niarks, and that there
may be no need of legislation.
I am sure that a little thought will con vince them that it is as much a breach
of good manners to interfere with a
wireless menage as it would be to "butt
in" on private conversation. Both niay
lead to painful results.
Wishing you every success. I am.

Vonrs very truly.
?.on, Ion. England,

T.: R.
hone l .

F.

inch wide and one inch deep, as at .1.

or as far apart as you
wish the switches, cut another notch of
the sanie ,limensions, as at 13. and make
as many notches as there are to be
stvitclies.
Then get some spring brass, 3/4 indu
wide. /32 inch thick, and cut off pieces
one and one -ihalf inches long. Bend the 4e
at right angles, so that, when placed
.he cd,tzes of the notche'. they will come
1, $ indi from the bottom. as at C. Then
',ice a piece of wire under each bra,,
and fasten them in place with screws, l h.
It is better to bend the piece of bra-4
which is in the notch, a little, as it w::i
then make a better contact.
Now get a piece of the same kind of
wood 1/2 inch thick, 3/4 inch wide, an,i
"Chen one inch,

1

(;r.E tsost.
P000.

WIRELESS SAVES 410 PASSENnn tune 1'.

r

GERS.

,wireless tt'icerat,hy playa prominent part in the =raving of the
due Cunard line
crew. and passengers
steamer "Slavonia." which is a total

f

wreck, two miles southwest of Flores
?- land. r,f the Azores island=.
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'nt off

a piece for each switch 4 1/2
inches long, and on one end of each bore
.t :mall hole. Then take some more pieces
pi brass, one inch long, and fasten two
)1 these, with a piece of flexible wire
ender each. on the other end of the piece
wood with small tacks, as at E. Be
-01re that the tacks do not touch each
. «her, because they would make a short
e;rcuit. Now assemble the parts as in the
illustration. or in whatever manner you
wish.
These switches cost practically
nothing, but are very efficient. It is, of
ourse, understood that each notch has a
!veer. Only one is shown in illustration.
. mttribut,d by
1. i)iu
imoND IiRowNtNG.

'i

AUTOMATIC RINGING BAT TERY TELEPHONE.
BY Ii. W. SECOR.
l'he purpose of this article is to exlti.tin how to make any common telephone automatic ringing, i. e.. either par'y calling up the other by simply lifting
''to receiver off the hook.
Referring to Fig. 1. E. and F. are the
r .gular talking contact springs, E going
to the transmitter, and F to the induccoil, P and S, see Fig. 2. G and H
:ire brass arms, serving as supports for
tie springs, A, B, C, and D. These
springs are made of spring brass, and
are about 1 1/2 inches long, 3/16 inch
wide and quite stiff (about No. 24

rn

tuge).

The springs, A and C, have a piece of
platinum wire inserted at their ends,
which make contact on 2 pieces of platirum foil on springs, B and D.
The
springs A, B, C, and D are insulated
from each other and from their supports
.y means of fibre washers between them,
znd the whole clamped together by a
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screw and nut, as shown. On top and
bottom of the hook saw or tile out 2 recesses and fit into them 2 pieces of fibre
3/8 inch square by 1/8 inch thick. These
actuate the springs A, B, C, and D. The
hook spring, tending to push the hook
up, is not shown for the sake of clearness.

From Fig. 2 it will be seen that 4 wires
are required for a full metallic system;
but inasmuch as No. 4 wire is used for
ringing only, it may be substituted by
the ground as shown, the dotted line indicating the No. 4 wire if used.
By following out the circuits in Fig. 2,
it will be evident that raising the receiver
from the hook at station A, will ring up
station B, which will continue to ring until B answers his telephone or A replaces his receiver on the hook. R B is

the common ringing battery for the system. Wires 1 and 2 are used for talking
and wires 2, 3 and 4 (or ground) for
ringing. There are no push buttons or
switches to operate, and as only 3 wires
are really necessary, this wrinkle should
commend itself to busy people as a timesaver.

A green wrapper on MODERN EcECmeans your subscription lias expired. You want to know what's going
on in Electrics, don't you? Send in your
sub. before you forget it.
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Visit to the Ducretet establishment
.It l'a ris showed several new apparatus.

11 nhat 'trie -:utUr
.piste," and it is designed Io reproduce
drawings at a 1lhst ;tilt point. bell llgltlg to
!hat class of instruments where the
drawings i: wade on metal foil with an
instil uing ink and %%TaipeiI :Ibont a phouogral)It cylinder. .\ metal print passes
the .Ita%ylll. and makes
over Ille Imes
1Ilntruts,
this t iyt. IhC
tFlts
i)Io1111e11u11 on :t eo old cylinder at the
other (lid.
u 111. oresent in- trunlent the
receiver filai a moat ''.iur, \\hick is
¡IV all ,i.en-onl :u.uet at4:urlkt .t
hect 1)i Cii I)' Ill copying paper upon the
cylinder. so that the drawing appears in
l,lacl: and white Ih a sheet of paper nnIernealh. Lich cylinder is run by a -vn'llrolull: I,,IIt11r and the mechanical Dart
is well carried 11ní. :n that the apparatus
one of the best which has appeared.
R was described by \i. Cailletet before
the \cadenly of Sciences quite recently.
Hwy also have a new -hark -break beIween two heavy zinc discs. the whole
heing placed inside a glass cylinder. so
that the noise is much lessened and the
deafening report is no longer produced.
The gases are driven oif by a continuous
draught malle in the cylinder by a small
11114nr- driven tan and rubber tube, so
that the inside of the cylinder is I:ept

h1 of Ihekc i. the

1

I

1

.f

L

.IU1I

I

I

I

.

clean.

\n

iit-rtRr :s

ny WIRELESS.

apparatus of somewhat the same
kind as the above for transmission >f
'lrawings has now been operated at a distance by wireless. "Phis is carried out in
France by two young military telegraphists. Messrs. De Mailly- Chalon and f..
As before, the metal point
t hantelot.
passes over the foil containing the drawing, but when the contact occurs, this
causes waves to be sent out. When 'he
lines of the drawing break the contact.
the waves cease, and at this time a metal
pint is brought against the paper on
the receiving cylinder, so that the point
traces lines %vhich are like the original.
'ne use to which the apparatus can be
put is the secret transmission of mesMe writing made on the instal
-ages.
foil is reproduced at the other end. but
the sets of waves will, of course, not be
intelligible to outside persons.

1Nlmt :'riox

1'1)11..

An improved method of insulating induction coils has been brought 111ít in
t;ermanv by kobt. Bosch. It is intended Is'r high-tension coils.
As seen in
Fig. 1, the usual coils have a strip of in<mlation between the lavers. which extends !lit at each end of the laver -o as
to inlprllye the insulation. But the end
\Tres can become loose from a lack of
;i1Ïnr :, and the tipper layers may fall
down at the ends. I.esides the cnsIS of
L ' c, al are not %yell prl,tccted from moislire and are ils colllp:wt. Ille improved
nu th d ii-es a narrow -trip Is having the
(hicknes: of the %%irc and it is fastened
I

hellac along. the edges of each insheet. the -trips being put onl beforch:uul. \ \ -e thus have a definite :pace
between the strips, which is tilled up
with wire. and the %vinding is casier to
carry nut. Flue detail of the prepared
sheet is keen at 3. Again. the ends of
flue sheet can be turned up and overlapped, as in Fig. 4, or rolled up as in
Figs. 5 or ri. .\ cord can he inserted beIs re rolling up, as keen at 7. shellac hein:; used in all these cases to make the
,whole solid.
by

-

ulatng

\yiRt:1.1:Ss AIRSHIP CONTROL.

The Australian Government is to
make experiments with wave -control for
airships, and is now having two airships
!milt in France for the purpose. at the
Clement establishment. the same which
cllnstructed
well -known airship
the
"Clement-Bayard." One of these will
have 700 cubic yards capacity. and the
other will be a smaller one. of 150 cubic
yards. Each one is to have a SO-horsepower motor. The mechanism for steer ing by the vertical and horizontal nulders is fitted with a device for carrying
out the wave control from a post on the
ground. During the tests of the new
airships they will not be mounted by a
pilot, but the steering will he carried out
entirely by wireless.
\IRSIIIP nRiENT.\TION By WIRELESS.
\irship matters are very active in Germany just at present. and the Zeppelin
L'ompany proposes to have a regular air -hip service between some of the prinhi ;'al cities.
in connection with this. a
.
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;Joni) of prominent engineers at Mannheim have brought out a somewhat original project. It is proposed to found in
;ermany a hundred wireless posts whose

d /wu in the insulation. It is well cooled
owing to the tubular form, and is claimed
to have a smaller size than the ordinary

range will be 30 to 40 miles each, and
they will send out a conventional signal
at five or ten minute intervals. Each
station will have a different signal and
Nvi11 be sending while the others are out
of action. On board the airships there
will he a wireless post so as to take the
signals. Thus the pilots will observe

TUNGSTEN osCILLATION \' LVE.

-FIG 1- RIG 2-FIG

3-

-FiG 4-FIG 5-Fi c3 6- FI G. T-
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M. E_
what are the nearest stations signaling to
them. and can learn their position in this
way. day and night, and during the worst

kind for

a

given capacity.

It will be remembered that Prof. lensing devised what lie called an "oscillation
valve." Inside an incandescent lamp he
places a third terminal, and we have what
is known as the Edison effect, negative
electricity passing across the space from
the extra terminal to the positive terminal when the carbon filament is burning. It appears that the negative electricity is carried across by means of electrons coming from the carbon. When
electric oscillations are passed in such a
device, the waves will onlypass in one
direction, and we have an oscillation
valve. This can now be used as a wave
detector, by connecting in a telephone.
Dr. Fleming has recently patented
what he finds to be a great improvement,
namely that a tungsten filament is much
better than an ordinary filament, and the
effect is increased ten or twenty times.
Tungsten seems to be the only material
which will produce this effect, and it is
not due to a high temperature, seeing
that tantalum does not produce it and is
no better than carbon in this respect. His
new arrangement includes a battery g
connected to the lamp ends, having a
variable resistance j k in series, and a
1H

fi igs.
N

CONDENSER.

The use of paraffined paper for con densers, which has many drawbacks, is
replaced by other material, according to
a recent German process. The new condenser is formed in the shape of a stiff
tube, which can be given a rough handling and will not suffer from hard use.
Paper treated with shellac is rolled under pressure or tension on a mandril,
this latter being kept pressed against a
heated rotating or fixed cylinder. This
causes the paper to be well heated and ail
moisture is expelled, and the shellac becomes liquified.
Sheets of tinfoil are
laid in the cylinder at the proper distances corresponding to the capacity
which the condenser is to have, and the
tinfoil is thus wrapped along with the
shellacked paper in a tight roll. Ends
are left out on the alternate sides for
connecting the tinfoil sheets together.
Such a condenser is not easily broken

potentiometer o in shunt across the battery terminals. A carbon cylinder surrounds the filament inside the lamp, and
from it passes the extra wire which is
sealed in the bulb. The antenna s is connected to a transformer coil and to
ground. The second transformer coil i
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to a fixed condenser p.
One end of the condenser goes to the
extra lamp terminal t ami the other end
to one pole of a telephone. The second
pole of the telephone is connected near
the middle point of the resistance which
is in shunt on the battery, and this position is varied until the best effect is
heard in the telephone.
is connected

NOVEL. RHEOSTAT.

:\ new form of electric resistance for

rheostats and the like has been patented
in Belgium by Ilankin and Wolff.
It
consists of a metal tube. <ucit as a short
piece of gaspipe, which has a cap at each
end, as shown in illustration. 'Me pipe
is entirely tilled up with a granulated material which is a poor conductor, and
through each cap is inserted a metal rod
projecting inside the tube and into the
material. so as to carry the current. the
ends of the two rods being separated by
a certain distance, so that the current
must pass through a certain length of the
MATERIAL IN TUBE

TERP1I NAL5. IRON TUBE.
ME

material. For the poor conductor, they
use iron in a granulated state or plings,
taking a finer grain in the case of light
currents, and the reverse. The granulated iron is first wet and then dried in
the air, so that each grain is covered
with oxide. Before putting in the tube,
the mass is again moistened and then
well rammed into the tube. The two end
rods are insulated from the mass of the
tube by bushings or in any proper way.
It is found that such a device answers
very well as an electric resistance, and its
range can be varied greatly. In practice.
the space between the inner ends of the
rods should be about double the distance
from the rod to the sides of the tube.
AEROPIIONY IN FRANCE.

During an interview with Capt. Ferric,
the chief of the French Government
wireless service, he states that the military authorities are very well pleased
with the results which Lieuts. Jeance and
Colin are obtaining in the way of aerophony by their new apparatus. The most
recent official test was made between

Paris and Melon, as already mentioned,
distance of 30 miles, and not as was
erroneously reported in the Paris daily
journals, clear across the county. iilis
latter test had to 110 with wireless tel:,raphy, and not with acrophony work.
The experiments with the new system are
being continued, and we may expect tile
distance to he increased before long. Iir
confirmed the report that the ritf.71
Tower plant had succeeded in taking : ::e
messages which were bring sent fr.,:
the Marconi post of t *lace Bay. in t :.1aada. to lliffden, Ireland, tut there is no
exchange of messages c:uriesl on between
the 'Mower and the \larconi posts as het.
Speaking of the new TsAver plant, he ':Sects it to be COMplcted about the mono)
of \'ovember.
Heats. Jeance and Colin give the following account of their new method of
acrophony by means of arcs, which
used in the above experiments. They
swish to obtain arcs which have a fixed
and invariable action as nearly as possible when using the principle of several
arcs in series. The second point is to
obtain a continuous and regular oscillating effect in the antenna by the action of
the arcs. They use an improved method
for making the arcs, in which the positive electrodes are large copper cylinders
with flat ends and these are cooled inside
by a circulation of insulating cooling liquid. The negative electrodes are very
thin carbons, held in supports which have
a large radiating surface. When the circuits are adjusted, the arcs are very
steady and the positive electrodes are no
longer attacked, while the negative electrodes increase slowly and regularly in
length on account of the deposit of carbon formed on the end, coming from the
decomposition of the surrounding atmosphere of hydrocarbon gas.
To obtain the steady effect in the antenna, they use a second oscillatory drcuit having an invariable character, :ogether with an adjustable self -induction
forming the secondary of a Tesla transformer, whose primary is formed by the
adjustable self- induction of the oscillatory arc circuit, together with one or
more adjustable condensers and a selfinduction used as the primary of a second Tesla transformer. Titis intermediate circuit is tuned to one of the wave
periods of the arc circuit. A fourth
variable self-induction is connected by a
chosen point to the antenna and by one
a

u

Continued on Page
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Antennae.
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W. l'tl'ti:\KD.
l,q,l'rU,1,1.

:grit as a radiating and receiving
antenna, this type is extremely directional. requiring that the ,ending or
receiving station shail be in its own
;lane for ip st remits, and nct reccivtrtg from, r -ending* to, stations at
right ankles to its own plane.
lice ;writer considers the ground connection, when used, as a part of the
antenna, and unfortunately, a much
neglected part. .1 proper ground connection should bear much the same re'ation to the antenna proper that the
roots of a tree bear to its foliage and
1. ranches
above ground. The time honored practice of digging down deep,
thereby reaching a more or less permanently moist stratum, and then interring a few square yards of sheet
metal, is probably one of the worst
ways of making a ground connection
for a wireless station. It is not sufficient that the ground connection
should merely show a low steady current resistance, but it must be of small
high frequency resistance, or impedance, as well, and this is best secured
by area, without regard to reaching
moist soil, or using deep holes and
trenches.
For a land station, probably the best
.ground connection that can be made
consists of an acre or so of wire net ting, or a radiating, cobweb -like network of tire, simply laid on the surrace of the Around. This will not, as
a rule, show up prettily when measured by the Wheatstone bridge, but its
high frequency resistance is but a small
fraction of an ohm, owing to its large
electrostatic capacity to earth.
Perhaps the next best thing for a
;round connection is the steel framework of a modern office building. This
is well illustrated by the efficiency of
stations erected on top of such build ing's, despite the otherwise unfavorable
conditions around such stations.
On shipboard, a good ground conI

.

nection is the rule, rather than the exception. \Ve can hardly imagine a
better ground than the continuous
metal structure and plating of a steel
e gel.

n the practical construction of antennae, we should be governed more
by mechanical than electrical considerations, at least in the matter of the
;wife i:self.
Contrary to the bulk of
the publications, and the opinions of
many engineers, it is almost immaterial
from the electrical standpoint whether
the wi le is stranded or solid, or copper
or aluminum, or insulated or bare.
Compared with the other losses in the
transmitting and receiving circuits, almost any metal antenna structure
other than iron, that is mechanically
strong and properly disposed, will have
relatively small losses from ohmic resistance.
In this connection, the writer cannot resist the temptation to add a few
words on joints. It is unfortunately
only too common to find unsoldered
splices, and in some cases these joints
are not even twisted together, but are
made after the pattern of the "bell
hanger's" joint. While in transmitting. it is likely that such splices have
but little evil effect, it is quite the contrary in receiving. Here the small potentials in the receiving circuit are often unable to bridge the high resist ance, corroded joints, and not only are
portions of the antenna actually insulated from the rest, and hence ineftcctive, but the joints that do conduct
have so high resistance that serious
damping, and consequent loss of
energy take place. This reduces not
only the intensity of the signals, but
also, because of the increase in damp ing, seriously affects the sharpness of
tuning.
Antennae have other uses than those
of wireless communication of intelligence. Among these uses may be mer
I
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the tie of direction finding, or
the location of a Iistant station. This,
as discovered in iS)9 by the writer,
Inav he accomplished by a long horizontal. or "I." antenna, either by having several of these, pointing to the
Principal points of the compass, or a
single one that can be swung aro'ind.
and noting the point where the signals
cone in loudest. This, however, will
not determine, even under favorable
cintlitions, the bearing to much less
thui _to degrees of arc.
Stone proposed the use of two vertical antenna, separated in space by a
bi tlf wave- length of the radiation from
a (listant station. Aside from the commercial impracticability because of
limitation to definite wave -lengths, and
the impossibility of using very long
waves, this method will give bearing
of a distant station to within some 5
or to degrees of arc, and is therefore,
of some utility.
The writer's ungrounded loop,
mounted in such wise that it can ix:
rotated about a vertical axis, is capable
of .citing a (listant station to within
less than one degree of arc, as determined by a series of careful tests at
Dorchester, Mass.
In the future. we will probably
have as the equivalent of the present
antennae, a device which will mold, so
to speak. the electrical waves. It will
perhaps be some combination of circuits that will form the electrostatic
and magnetic lines of force in their
proper relation, intensity and dimen-ton without the necessity for extreme Iv large vertical or horizontal dimen-ions. iii addition, it will he directive,
;id under exact control as regards direction, without the necessity of actually moving or rotating any large or
extended conductor. It will be energited from some of the several sources
continuous or undamped waves, and
will project a gliding beam of electrical
waves along the earth's surface, in as
parallel and compact a bundle as is
consistent with the wave- length employed.
Owing to the relatively great length
of even the shortest electrical waves
that can be used for practical wireless
communication, it is out of the question to expect anything resembling the
beam of light from a searchlight. But
I

f

it is possible, and should be practicable to concentrate a relatively large
amount of the electrical wave energy
in radiation :dung a fairly definite path.
'Co what extent this can be done over
great distance is at present unknown.
As the electrical waves used in wireless communication differ from those
of light in that they glide along the
conulucting surface of the earth, with
their feet resting thereon, it is likely
that however parallel they may be at
the start, there will be a certain amount
of spreading out with increasing distance, as is the case with the radiation from the directional antennae of
to -day.
The writer is to some extent "speaking by the book" regarding the antenna of the future. IIe is at present
engaged in some investigations along
novel lines of antenna structure, that
promise improved results.
It lias been stated that wireless communication is now a simple engineering proposition. This is to-day undoubtedly true for installations of
small power and range, but there are
still many unsolved problems in long
distance working.
We know that in addition to the
losses caused by imperfect conductivity of the earth's surface. there is a still
more serious factor, which we call atmospheric absorption.
The exact
cause of this is still unknown, and the
laws governing its variation are at
present uncertain. This effect, it is
true. can be minimized by suitable selection of wave- length, it leaving been
focld that waves of the order of 3,000
meter or longer, suffer relatively little
absorption. Also. undamped waves
suffer less absorption than damped
waves of the same wavelength, for no
very clearly understood reason.
The various instruments and niechanisms of wireless stations arc at
present in a very unstandardized state.
There is, under given conditions. an
antenna, a transmitting circuit, and a
receiving circuit that will give the best
results. This lias as yet not been
worked out.
Details of apparatus are in, if anything, a still more confused state. Both
transmitting and receiving apparatus
suffers from inefficient complexity, or
equally inefficient but preferable simplicity. There is here much room for
Continued on rage MI
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Wireless Stations About New York
No.

.

1.- Station

'
``..' .rt,.! all.!
.,

+ .-m

'

.

:

at the Plaza Hotel.

..',f

This is one of the loftiest stations in
New York. It is located at the top of
the beautiful eighteen -story structure at
Fifth avenue and lifty -ninth street, 300
feet above the ground. The location is
an ideal one, as there are no intervening
objects in a wide radius.
From the top of the hotel one overlooks a great stretch of Long Island to
the east, and the Palisades of New Jersey at the west. In the illustration the
Palisades Hills can be dimly made out
in the background.
The aerial system is composed of six
wires cacti 175 feet long, suspended between two masts, thirty -five feet high.
The total distance of the aerial from the
ground is therefore 335 feet. As will
he seen from illustration the antenna is
of the "L" shape variety.
The power of the station is two K. W.
The station in good weather reaches
about one thousand miles. It is usually
in touch with ocean steamers as far down

t.

}

'

-

5

-

-

4

as Jacksonville. Ila. Guests of the hotel are able to be in communication Nvith
friends at sea for days, either when the
latter depart or before 'clocking.

The technical side of the station does
not present many new features except
the spark gap and Leyden jars, which
are housed in a wooden "safe"! The
safe had to be constructed to muffle
the noise of the spark which grew objectionable to guests.
The word "safe" is not misplaced, as
the construction is truly safe like, except that the material is wood. The
walls arc about six inches thick, filled
%rith sound deadening material. The arrangement is so perfect that the spark
can not be heard twenty feet away from
the "safe."
The carborundum detector is usually

used in connection with a pair of E. 1.
l'u.'s 3,000 ohm receivers and a loose

coupler.
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Recent Developments in Aerophony
E LEE DE FOREST, PH. D.

Transportable Radio.Telephone Outfit for Field Use.

From recent experiments I feel certain that within a short time we will
be able to be in wireless communication
between our station atop the Metropolitan Tower in New York and the
Eiffel Tower in Paris. What the more
distant future will bring forth in the
science of wireless neither I nor anyone else can tell with accuracy, but
definite and hitherto rudimentary factors are developing so rapidly that it
is impossible to say how soon we will
be able to talk across the ocean and
over still greater distances. The delay in beginning the experiments by
wireless across the western ocean has
been ,occasioned very largely by the
fact that the Metropolitan Tower is
unfinished, and we have been unable
to c,niduct experiments from that
believe, however, that by July this
factor of delay will be eliminated, awl
we will obtain more definite data from
which an approximate date for a satisfactory and complete demonstration
across the ocean will be made.
may say that the possibilities of
1

the Radio Telephone are almost limitless, and I confidently predict that
within the next five years every ship
of large tonnage that goes to sea will
be equipped with the wireless telephone, and will be in telephonic communication in every part of the civilized world.
Already sounds have been carried
by means of the ether waves to a distance of 600 miles, the demonstration
being made from Paris to a station
near Marseilles during May. 1908.
Over a year has drifted into history
since that time, but we have never attempted to make a long distance record, although it may be readily understood that hundreds of improvements have been made in the apparatus since that spring day when the
()Id World learned that it was passible to transmit over 600 miles of
land without the use of wires.
Eight years ago messages could only be sent by wireless telegraph over
a distance of fifty miles, and now even
by the old -fashioned spark system.
wireless telegraphic communications
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:tre aims -.t daily held across the At:Antic. The record of wireless science Nil. nys nt :irvelous developments
-ince then. . \erophony is still in its
iniancv. but a strenuous infant it is.
Some years ago I learned through
vxperinnnting along certain lines that
:tttuned .perch could be transmitted
from one point to another through
the ether. The original apparatus
was naturally crude, and like all other
'.:tboratnry devices, simply elementary. Sub.euluently, tuning. detecting,
and sending instruments have been
vastly improved. The end. however,
'annut lie predicted. for each clay
kids its quota of definite information
which ciearly points to almost infinite
ossibilitie of the raidio wireless tel;phone. To show how these improve:,tents temi unmistakably toward
transatlantic wireless conversation in
the near future. 1 will call attention

1h3

accident. The officials at the Navy
Yard tried to send a wireless telegraph message to the Kentucky, but
failed, and then came the triumph of
the telephone, when the Virginia was
able to take by ear all instructions
and convey then to the grounded
battleship.
Our apparatus was installed on vessels of the Italian fleet a few months
later, and in September, 1908, was in-

.o the following facts:

Our apparatus was installed on the
American battleship fleet in October,
1907. This elementary device was
guaranteed for a distance of five miles
only, but proved satisfactory over a
siistance of 35 miles. During the tests
which finally led to the installation of
:he Radio Telephone on this great

Trtrcr.ui

h

S.i

I

i

I

r,cet %ville :t circled the 21i.lue. :tn inci.ent oral:rrrd which even at that ear:e date proved the efficiency of the in-

-trttnien:. ()ne niornitt the battle -hip Kentnckv went a ronnd.:ntd the
irinia. on which the wireless aparatus haul been installed was able
o

telephone

to

the

Norfolk

Navy

'ard, five miles away, new.. of the

Radi Telephone Set (real view of Photo No.
u

1).

stalled on the Channel fleet of the
British Navy. We easily covered a
distance of sixty miles. Since that
time it lias been operated successfully
between shore stations of the Admiralty and vessels of the fleet. One specially hard test was made, which recorded the transmission of 154 code
nunilers (some in six and seven figures) at sixty miles. with only two
mistakes. as reported a few moults:
atfo in this magazine. This is a feat
which can not be excelled by wire
'phone at that distance.
Even the best of the above mentioned instruments have since been
greatly improved upon. The early
type of apparatus was cmnibersonte tu)
a dcyt ee. although perhaps no more
so t!iat the earliest wire telephone-.

l'..'l.ty the device has been 'rcatly
The number of parts lia'

sintitlitiu-ul

been reduced. and the entire apparatn:
take:: tip a irart-un of the space it did
eiItt..en months ailo.
t t110 of tir
latest inventions renders
.4end and receive several
it l)
it '
nos -:n e
once through a single
antenna. Far less power is used, anti
we
hr.e an automatic arc and a
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perfected tuning device which prevents interference and insures absolute secrecy of communication between two given points. Probably
the most marvelous of all devices
which together compose the successful radio telephone of to -day is a specially sensitive receiver which I invented. and is called the Audion. "'
This looks like a small incandescent
lamp. but into the bulb there is scaled
at grid and a plate of platinum, which
we connect with platinum wires. This
does the work which is performed in
wireless telegraphy by the detector or
cohercr, but is infinitely more sensitive. I have also succeeded in combining the wireless telegraph and telephone in one instrument. which system is known now as the sparkless
wireless system.
I became convinced that further
progress along the old lines of wireless communication was a hopeless
dream. The possibility of interference with messages was too great. In
my new system, while the tuning possibilities arc almost limitless, a feature
is that it is noiseless, and it can be operated at a much lower voltage than
the older methods. The speed by
which a spark transmitter can be operated cannot exceed forty words a
minute. I expect to attain a speed of
40.000 an hour, and in my opinion
there is no question but the public can
easily be induced to communicate by
wireless instead of by mail or ordinary
w ire.
The cost. too. will be greatly

ULTRA VIOLET LIGHT.
BY ERNEST M.

SYMME'S.

Ultra violet light possesses the property of ionizing air and thus rendering it
conductive to electrical charges. An
interesting demonstration of this can be
made as folbw.:: From a static mac!t n_
or from an induct on coil arrange two
micrometer spark gaps in parallel, as
shown in Fig. 1. Adjust until snarkF
are jumping through both. Now place a
plate of thick glass, of iron, or other
heavy metal, near one so that it screens
the light from the other. It will he
foluul, if a(ljustinents have been properly made, that the sparks will trot jump
through the gap so screened while the

crccn is in place. but will begin a_'ain
'n as the screen is removed. .1 he explanation of this is that the spark in the
first gap produces a considerable anumnt
of ultra violet light. This light, falling

T
fÇN

4.2-Ara MACrnti[

n e.

INDUCTION COIL

-Fi6 t-

on the air between the terminals of the
second gap, ionizes the air, and so makes
it more conductive than when this ionization is prevented by screening off this
ultra violet light. Thin plates of glass.
black as well as white, thin plates of
alutninum have little effect, while thick
plates of glass, as well as sheets of the
denser metals, cut off this light almost
completely.

reduced.

A retO)Spcetiye ViCW is btit
an indication of what may becttine a
fact in the future. .\ few years after
I )r.
Roentgen discovered the X -ray.
surgical operations were possible that
were untlunight of before his discovery.
Who can say that some discovery
will not be made in radio telegraphy
and telephone at any time?
long

distance aerophony is already a proven fact, and
thoroughly believe that
but a kw short years will elapse before we will be in actual vocal accord.
not only with I'aris. but with every
other capital of the nations of the Old
World.
I

ill'Ih ..111..,1 al
1'.111..1.

'1112111
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.
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PARIS LETTER.
IContinued from l'n¡(e

15Mi

end to the ground. When the tuning is
carried out, the radiated waves are simple and quite constant as to wave- length
and energy. As regards the microphones. they use a certain number of
these in series, so as to suppress trouble
from variations in the microphone resistance and to lessen the sparks, also to increase the sensitiveness and clearness of
the transmission. The microphone is of
special forms so as to avoid the use of
combustible platter, and the granulated
carbon is placed in a cavity hollowed in :t
plate of marble or slate. The diaphragtn
is kept at the right distance from the
carbon by metal washers.

C. Q. D.
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payable
when you've got the «l.augt,.

Forms cluse when the boss says

Advertising rates exct'ssivedon't ask.
The Editor is overwhelmingly dis
pleased to receive contributions unIf
less they are sent in a barrel.
the article is N. t;., he'll keep the
barrel and return the M.S. (if return postage is sent); if the article
iv very had he'll sue you.
Good
.,itictrs are not acceptable. The
Editor is the only man who can
a rite a good article. So don't try.
'o.
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IIYMALAYAN OFFICE:

list; Summit st., Ontop. Hym.

IDIOTO- RIALS.
It

i

we have
had so many

"

.,tí.'

%:s
h

j

thousand
;quests to

flatteringg recontinue. this
noble paper,
that we have

thought it

m a radius of ttx) miles from
\Vc therefore have the
the ;ender were knocked Clown queer phenomenon of a Wire.. nscless by the impact. This, less Echo, which, to my mind,
of CutlrSe, is ill -practice, alb) had never b.en thought of.
a1lUldtl cease immediately.
V.
Suppose the tower sends this

our ditty to
to -peak.
resume

li.

\!il4'
'rips" Gus

.

orations
at
t he old stand

bark-

EDITOR

beg

pardon

i

AIR."

"KEEP OFF TILE

By the time the second letter
has reached New York, over
the short route. the lirst letter
K will arrive in New York
after having traveled over the
long route. By representing
the large letters, as the ones
received over the short route,
the small ones over the long
route, the following will give
an idea how the future aerogram from Paris will read:
F.

- -

"K EkEcPe
p0 FoFf
lltEh
eA laRir."

ir

-

The worst thing, however,
would be wireless talk from
Paris.
The poor New York
fellow could, of course, get
nothing but a "stuttering" message, as each letter would lag
in afterwards.
Ain't it awful to live in such
an age?

Zip (hank.
lids Department is for the convenience of the screecher who asks
fool questions. All questions will
be answered by way of our auto antic aa.ste basket. When an tirgt nt reply is wanted paste it on a
t Dollar bill and 'end it via wire.
I. -s by special delivery.
As soon
as we have s .ent the money well
-it r :Ieain sending
sending Our answer
i
t i.
I). ..r t'. t i. D.
A WET QUERY.
2619). T. 1.'ner.
Cooney
island. Miss.. writes:
t. If you send an electric current through a water pipe, is
there any current in the inside
,I1 the pipe?
A.
Ves, a wet one.
:. \ \Ate don't you get a shock
when you stand on the third
t

,lotvn to screech as listed. but
we are now ready a_ain to cre-

all kinds of disturbances,
n.e.
necessary.
fhe editor was
also delaved somewhat be hayloweyer, the fellow at .\ is
ins to invent a new "Wireless lot half is bad olf as the one
folly -Pop" for the girls in the in New York (at BL Ile will
office. This "Lolly -Pop" is au- experience the queerest things
tomatic, and disappears as soon going.
as the boss appears on the horNext suppose a message is
izon
:lashed from the tower. Natlite Editor wishes to warn orally the time it will take the
All wireless screechers to re- waves to reach from the tower

-t.

me

rail?

I

.xceed the speed limit and are
liable to arrest by the traffic
quad. The other day a Chisago screecher sent so fast
that the receiving aerials with -

message:

I

me more.
t tar last
efforts in the Feb(nary i,:sue were so over ivi)elnlingly strenuous that we
have
hart brain -fever
rigid'
thing and could not settle

train from overspeeding niessages.
Some amateurs send
their messages so fast that they

CLEAttiNO.

}'rice One Spark

1909

WIRELESS AROUND THE
WORLD.
Ile t Int. Kalamazoo CurrcIiondcnt.
By perusing last iauc of
\I. 1., a statement will be
Inured referring to the Eiffel
Tower plant, which statement
cold- bloodedly asserts that as
soon as the plant is completed,
it will be possible to send Messages around the world.
That this will be a nice state
of affairs can be easily seen
by referring to illustration.
At the top we see the Eiffel
Tower. Ii, say, is New York:A, perhaps Aust ralia.
Nov suppose that a message
is :lashed from the tower.
It
will, of course, travel in all
directions, north, south, east
and west. As the waves are
power
enough
to circle the
g
lobe, they will, of course, ALL
O[r TIII ?AI hit A. The poor
P
fellow stationed at A will have
the time of his life. The mesage will pour in on him lit` rally
Iran every point of the
c.Impass and smother him. so

/itli/ur.

'nbscription price for l'.
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especially
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WHAT IS ELECTRICITY?
(2650.) Z. Incgap, Prance,

Del., writes:
t. \Vhat is electricity?
direct to B (western route) is
A.
A word composed of
short, but (as the message tray- tt letters.
eis around the globe) it will
2. Explain
an
electrical
take a little longer for the block- system.
sanie waves to travel over the
A. -2. A lot of block -heads
route 4 times as long, viz.: asking systematically a lot of
Tower
B.
( East e r tt electrical fool questions which
route).
block out files.

-A -

I

-r.

:af,
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l'he I. --t
'1 further notice
Our 'wireless Station :1114 our Laboratory Contest will he coutiuued every a: all
t
.n have a good, I: ar phobia! AIM
photograph for each contest is awarded a monthly prize of 'three :b Dollars.
lalttnatory
.
or
a
n .
you
wireless
talion
If
have a
send it at once: you are ttoitlg yourself an in)u..tice if you don't.
rustler how small have a photograph taken ot it by all means. Photographs not used will lie returnc.l in 3/ days.
of
any
Lsit
consideration
t.
I* his competition is open freely to all who may desire to compete, without charge or
Prospective,v,ntestants need not he snhscribera for ithe publicati.o i in order to Ie entitled to compete for the pt t es
offered.
t

FIRST PRIZE, THREE DOLLARS.
[crewith (photo of my Wireless Installation at my workshop.
Aerial: Consists of two copper wires,
each 225 feet Tong, looped 6 feet apart,
at one end 5' feet high, and joined together at the lower end, 32 feet high,
:hen brought into room to switchboard,
total length of aerial 456 feet. Wave
length 1,824 feet -361. meters. Resonance 1,824 feet: divided by 2O6 -78.3.
Receiving circuit: Tuning coil (top
right (land of board), capacity 120 metres. sliding contact connected vitll No.
(R. II.) of a series of three switches,
then through adjustable condenser to No.
2 (middle) switch, from thence to coherer -steel and carbon rods with drop
of mercury between, this self restoring
coherer (exactly in middle of switchboard) has worm and wheel micromeI

1

:er adjustment, and being only used as a
"call," operates 1,000 ohm polarized relay, having "impedence" coil of 1,000
ohms between it and relay to force batRelay
tery current through coherer.
closes ''local" sounder circuit (shown at

right.)
When "call" is heard and answered
switches 2 and 3 are moved to left, cutting out coherer and switching in either
"Electro- lytic" detector (shown on shelf
over centre bracket) or magnetic detector (shown on lower felt of board)
which depends for its action on the "hysteresis" of the soft iron band 37 inches
long, consisting of a number of annealed
iron wires forming a complete circuit re-

1

,

yoking. round two insulated wheels tip iven by clockwork: this band, having a
linear ,-peed of 72 inches per nlinutt.
pas -es through a glass tube 3/16 inch
inside diameter rotund on which is wound
primary of 1.3 feet insulated copper wire,

Ills; resistance. in series with aeri.11
Inniuig coil condenser and earth, the t.
horseshoe magnets shown above aniI
,teen the wheels. with their "like" pt tip s
t,.gether, magnetises the soft iron hand
as it passes through the tube. A. secondary wire is wound on a bobbin over the
primary, the resistance of this secondary
exactly balances the resistance in the
heat( telephone receivers and is in series
with theta: no battery is used with this
detector. lint when a Ilcrtzian wave is
received. it immediately demagnetises the
band and by induction a sharp click is
heard in the telephone receiver.
If the "Electro " -lytic detector is used
instead of the magnetic one, a battery
and potentiometer is in series with it.
I;tit personally I prefer the magnetic detector, as phones of lower resistance are
used, and it suits my ear better.
Switch No. 1 (R. II.) has an arrangement at the back of the switchboard for
,

i

,

I

automatically cutting out all receiving
circuits when sending, and also automatically cutting out all the sending circuit
when the receiving apparatus is used:
this obviates any liability to accidents.
Every circuit is also safeguarded by
lightning arresters and fuses.
Sending circuit:
Consists of coil
(shown in lower shelf over right -hand
bracket) energized by accumulators (not
shown in photo). Two keys -one for
sending, and the other is used to supply
current to coil, which when used the coil
is kept going continuously -and earthed
when signals are not being sent. The
second key is used only for signals and
automatically cuts out the earth of first
key. Thus signals are more uniform. I
am now using only one key, having another plan in contemplation to serve the
same purpose.

With the exception of telephone receiver and a few minor articles, the whole
installation was made by nee. My re-

MODERN ELECTRICS
ceiving circuit has a very large range.
The sending is limited by the capacity of
the spark coil, which is sufficiently strong
to send to my In use some miles away, at
n Bich my
m lia< .malter installation,
eery similar. As there is a law in force
in this country prohibiting the use of
wireless telegraphy except by the Govern nient. I have obtained permission to experiment and erect the installation described above.

\V.

Tintarn. `:

.v

J.

f

[LccINS.

Zealan I. Australia.

HONORABLE MENTION.
inclosed pi case find photograph of my
wireless station. n hick has been in operation for about a year.
I use two separate systems for receiving, one with the ordinary tuning coil,
:triable condenser and "Electro " -lytic
detector, the other with an inductive
tuner, variable condenser and "I ?lectro "ls tic or silicon detector.
get much better results with the loose -coupled system,
especially when selectivity is desired, as
very accurate tuning can be clone on the
inductive tuner.
Receiving instruments:
At the extreme left of the left -hand table is an
E. I. Co.'s variable condenser, which is
an absolute necessity in an up-to -date
wireless station. To the right of it are
two tuning coils, connected in series with
a single slider on each, and a total wavelength of about 2,000 meters. In front
of them is a plate glass condenser, composed of ten 5 x 7 glass plates. To the
right of it is a (pair of E. I. Co.'s 2,000
ohm head receivers. At the left of the
other table is an inductive tuner, with

,;

an E. f. tìo :s new "Electro "- lytic, a silicon and a carborundum, the two latter
made by myself.
Sending instruments: At the right of
the detectors is a two -inch coil used in
connection with the 110 -volt A. C. and

\Vchnclt -Call yell interrupter. To the
right of it is a zinc spark gap and in
front of it a Morse key. Under the table are three Levden Mars of different
sizes and at the left of them the interrupter.
\fv aerial is made of ( aluminum 7und
2 c,pper xvires, and has a -pan of ISO
a

teat :nid is about 50 feet high.
\Vitt' these instruments I have heard
-rations 300 miles away. Many of them
have been made by myself from descriptions given ill MODERN ELECTRICS and
have always found them very satisfactory. [ take several electrical magazines.
but MODERN ELECTRICS is better than all
the rest put together.
Montclair, N. J.
FRED MILLER.

1

wave -length of about 1,500 meters. At
the back of the table is a switchboard,
by means of which either system or any
kind of detector may be either cut in or
out. In front of it are three detectors,
a

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed photo of my wireless set.

On the left -hand side of this picture you
will see the helix, with spark gap attached to the top. To the right of the
helix is the condenser, containing eight
plates, rí x 8, an E. I. Co. 2 -inch coil,
which gives very good satisfaction. Further you will see a small motor of the
rotary type which is used on the interrupter of the coil. The interrupter is run
by one storage battery, while the coil is
run by live of them. The storage batteries cannot be seen in the picture as
they are set upon the floor.
Above the condenser and coil is the
tuning coil, detector, condenser and one
pair of E. I. Co. 1,000 ohm receivers.
You will also see in the centre of the
picture a D. P. D. T. switch and relay
and key.
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My aerial is ()5 feet high by 150 feet
long and can receive messages from commercial stations and steamers ; also wireless telephone. My wires extend in along
the roof on large glass insulators and run
through the wall through a porcelain
tube, which is connected on a S. P. D. P.,
in case of lightning. I am a member of
the Wireless Association of America.
New York City.
W. F. REISS.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed please find flashlight photo

coherer, -t )0 chin polarized relay, and
sounder, the other using the electrolytic
detector and telephone receiver. 'l'he
first set is used only for calling and by
means of a S. P. D. T. switch, either it
or the phone set can be connected to the
antenna.
The receiving set also comprises two
tuning coils of 300 meters capacity, a
fixed condenser, a variable condenser of
the rotary type, made from directions in
MODERN ELECTRICS and a potentiometer.
The antenna is made up of four 30foot aluminum wires No. 14, held in a
horizontal position at a height of about
50 feet.
I have two friends, one about two
miles distant, the other about a half -mile,
with whom I am in constant communication. Both, together with myself, think
that MODERN ELECTRICS iS the most instructive and helpful magazine on wireless that we know of.
St. Louis, Mo. A. S. BLOTTERMAN.

HONORABLE MENTION.

of my wireless station.
I have been experimenting with wireless for about two years; and at present
use close coupled tuning in both sending
and receiving.
Although most all of
the apparatus is home -made, very good
results have I :ccn obtained owing to the
fact that it was made from reliable instructions, printed for the most part in

I enclose a photograph of my wireless
station, of which the following is a de-

scription:
The transmitter consists of a -inch
"Electro" spark coil, an "Electro" zinc
spark gap, and a 1 -pint .Leyden jar, or
1

MODERN ELECTRICS.

The transmitting apparatus comprises

an induction coil, helix, and plate glass
condenser. The induction coil, which is
operated on the 110 -volt A. C. lighting

circuit, through a Caldwell electrolytic
interrupter, gives a heavy two -inch spark.
The helix is wound with No. 10 copper
wire and makes possible the use of several different wave- lengths. The send-

ing condenser consists of five glass plates
which are held in a rack, and the connections are so arranged that different
capacities can easily and quickly be obtained.
Directly above the helix is seen a small
Geissler tube which is used in tuning the
transmitter.
The spark takes place between two
zinc rods 1/4 inch in diameter, and using
a 1/4 inch gap; the range of my station is
about 10 miles.
The receiving instruments are in two
sets, one consisting of a coherer and de-

condenser. The coil is run by the dry
cells seen under the table.
The receiver comprises a tuning coil,
seen mounted beneath the table top ; an
"Electro" universal detector stand; and

two carborundum detectors; a set of
1 dry cell.
The aerial is of the inverted "L" type,
and is made of 4 aluminum wires No. 14,
head phones and

MODERN ELECTRICS
li inches apart. and

the whole 75

ftrt

high.

round is gotten through pipes.
\Vith this set I have sent over 1) miles,
t

:uul received over 2(N) miles.
It might be of interest to

\iii to know
that my first inspiration canoe from Ali 0Et.r.CTRICs, \\hirh Ilan been of great
help to ale since, and which l heartily
recommend to every amateur.
.\ pile. being I2 first issnvs. of .I. 1..
may be seen wider the table at the right.
iiorta.\s IiiI.t.y111.

\tv

rriglltiii.

N. V.

HONORABLE MENTION.
tut is a photo tul 111y 1\II(less Ia-

:tIture gorses iulttl details
Io state that table and instruments
made entirely by myself in -pare lip tmolts niter (Aloud. the only Illin:f that
\ :1s bought :uiulg two i ohm receivers.
.yhirll I attached to a head b.uul almost
identical to the one described in the Itine
Clie il1issue of Atomic,: I.I.ia l Kit's.
trulniellts are made entirely of mahogany and polished l:rass which I turned
on my lathe.
The Sending Outfit: The sending outfit
ho\vn on the lover shelf consists of an
air insulated glass plate -.\ntlenser. made
of ti x 10 -inch photographic plates and
I

I

.

I

be -t\ itch on the left of the kick
hoard -.buts uuft the sending power. \\ hile
,lie I. I'. l). I'. .\\ itch in the relater
i always shut olf me
any aerial -witch.
I

that
wee while receiving
accidental touch of the key will not
hunt out env detector. The little switch
IIt 11I1 p.

cam)

.I1

i

both sides with tinfoil. as
hexagonal helix having eighof No. 12 copper \virc, and a
built especially for alternating
current. It is built lip of twelve thin.
'pool-like woollen sections which are rim
full of No. 34 black enamel wire. then
hailed in parathue and afterwards assembled on a heavy insulated primary. The
primary, wound with many turns of \o.
14 D. C. C. magnet wire, gives a choking
effect and in connection with a WehneltI'aldwell interrupter, described in a back
number of \fonlcux ELECTRICS, gives fine
results. The key with its big, zinc contacts that prevent excessive wear, is
-Ilo\vn on the top of the table behind the
receivers. This outfit in connection with
a 120 -font, three- strand aerial 33 feet
high, has sent six miles and can doubtless
coated on
shown. an
teen turns
-inch coil
1

send

sliding contacts on both the primary and
econdary, were added, and give much
better results. L'he resistance of the potentiometer, the first coil from the right,
i; about 1,1NX) ohms, and was tuatle that
because it keeps the potential of the
laiteries more constant. The detector is
of the electrolytic hype: it is by far the
most sensitive with which I have worked.
hear most of the commercial mes-ages ftac_.ing between the boats and the
land -cilium; on Lake Erie, :nul tinnier Il. .tie:iltI1r -unions.
t

i'.11c1u'

llttll.
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farther.

The Receiving Outfit: The receiving
set shown on top is of the loose -coupled
type. described in the October issue of
MODERN Er.ECTRiCS, and was chosen on
account of its selectivity, as there are
numerous stations in this vicinity. Few
minor improvements, such as making

n the right connects the lamp shown,
in series with my aerial when I tune up

lily sending circuit. It takes the place
of a hot -wire ammeter.
[ would recommend black enamel wire
with which the coil and receiving set is
wound. to any amateur, as it makes neat
and efficient apparatus.

\\

E.

t

leveland.

I

.

\LTIiR

D.. \rf'Er.

>.

ANTENNAE.
Cuttitutcti ftom pace

ICU.0

intelligent design by those possessing
that rare and useful engineering faculty. sense of proportion.
I 'ertainly there is room. and to spare.
for the work of the many investigator,

engineers. and users of wireless communication. We are all specialists to
an extent, each having his department.
It is to the synthesis, the weaving together of these many strands, that we
must look for the future development
of this art.

\l01)1.I:\ ELLCTRIt:S

l:o

Ktthurttforg

T11tttYgt

FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS. made from
1

am sending you herewith two pho-

tographs of my Electrical Laboratory.
The vertical photo shows my testing
switchboard, on which are mounted
two double reading D. C. volt and ammeters. Voltmeter reads on one scale
7111 to 15 volts in
-5 volt divisions, and
on the other scale up to 150 volts in
2 volt divisions.
1

an (Id phonograph.
spring, bearing
on the
tn..tlied
wheel breaks the circuit and gives die
dots and clashes. as the instrument 1,
connected in series with the spark roil.
on the window casing is immune( I a
buzzer with the contact screw grounded as described in !line Etty ?Lla:tu[us)
for testing the receiving apparatus.
Standing upright is my portable receiving outfit. e',nsisting of one cell
dry battery. antu- roherer, "RheostatRegulator- and D.
5 ohm receiver.
Two binding posts on left are for con necting to ground and antenna. Small
switch on top disconnects battery. 'l'he
other photo -bows my charging and
lighting switchboard.
Large 3 1'. I ). T. switch is a charging switch of Inv own design which,
when thrown to right connects four
E. I. Co. type R. E. st'rage batteries
in parallel and at the sanie time connects the five 1l)0 A. II. Edison batteries to the storage cells which begin to charge them. On throwing to
left it disconnects the Edison and
throws storage batteries in series and
may be used for lighting, running coil,
I

1

l'.:

etc.

Ammeter reads on one scale up to
10 amperes in 1 -10 divisions, and on
other scale up to 100 amperes in 1 amp.

divisions.
The D. P. D. T. switch connects the
ammeter to either shunt which are also
mounted on the board.
Two S. P. S. T. switches disconnect
the volt meter and six binding posts
are used for connections.
On top of board is lunging a battery voltmeter (watch case) and diD. P. S. T. switch is main switch,
rectly above is a goose neck with bat- directly above is a S amp fuse block
tery lamp for lighting switchboard.
for protecting the storage batteries.
Directly under board is my hand
S. P. D. T. switch is for changing
power belted to a shunt dynamo giving the connections of storage batteries on
up to 15 volts. On the floor beneath ammeter so I can see (when charging)
are two dynamos, one giving 7Y2 volts, how much current goes into cells, and
the other 110.
when discharging how much current
Standing on hand power base is an goes out.
automatic signalling device for sending
S. P. S. T. switch connects dynamo
a wireless signal at a set time, by con- with storage batteries so I can also
necting with an alarm clock. This I charge them with the hand power dy-

MODERN ELECTRICS
tht top of table arc .hown
I. storage
I,li.,.0 hat'trir:. i..nr

n.lnt..

I

In

I..\ I. hie inclt -park
ho\ 1bud! hv I11tsell1
,.l' .tld dte.hertl', :111.1 ItItplloile magI.,Illeries

In

1

cod id oak

fit,-I -ilt'Ii is a Ill

neto.

tI

l:'-

..\ er
l,t 1,11 lun.1 tt Ilich ii-e for testing out
in c. Ilntc:i..n te till magnet.).
lu first -helf, beginning- at the left
;iling. ,.hrrer lowtl make) hex
i.
I.

I

.

I

1

nlol..r.hell atoll hn%r.cr.tlectrn-utatoet.
.p urk gap ,t:ln.l With spark passing
I

hem yen balls) also hvo zinc tipped
hras< rod; for changing- into zinc gap.
Small irenet battery. another Ilex ntotor and S. I'. 75 ohnt hell receiver.
I In top
.helf, beginning- at the left,
is rack with large and small incandescent hump:. three relays of different re-i.t:uues, I:.li-,n spark coil, automatic cut-ont ior gas-lighting- circuits)
and a sensitive laboratory balance. (In
..liter edge are two I ;eissler tube. the
..ne on right containing tlaorescent

t

graph. telephone, I.ells, I,:tttcriea, lullt=_
Illdlt:'II.II c.lls, l.t'Cdt'Il lars, tols atl.t
nunurons other thine, which I tvill deHie tools consist (if a car-el-11x l'Jlcr.
penters. sit a11d all iron working ..IIUIt,
part of which may he .yen at the
light hand corner and center oi the

ltv.r

t

tl re.

have several medical induction cods
I
made nlvstIf. Twit may he sect)
on the bench near the tools. The lights
tvllirh are well at the top of the pictultare used for illumination aril experiments. Sonit: are on the switchboard :urli
Ihc
othey: :ue ,nl -t-parate circuits.
I

tcllicll

1

I

litluill.

These tubes were lit up when

I

took

the photo. and show tep nicely.
f also enclose photo giving close
view of these tubes in operation. It
gives a good idea of the discharge, and
also shows the laver light nicely.
The H. 1. t'os's system of lig" Mint.
with Edison and storage batteries is
very -atisiactorv. I ant now lightingmy Iahl.ratorv. hell room. and cellar
and expect to ut -t ;ell light: all over the
house in the u.ar Moire.
.,1 -o use the current for operating
my - 'ark cod. :ll,.tors, etc.
h:a.ling, I'a. \ \'tt. I. \V.t.,x1:It.
I

I

HONORABLE MENTION.
r,iclo :el C,ti will find a photograph

have insole
my electrical laboratory.
most of the instruments myself. 'Flue apparatus consists of Ivnamns. nutors. telef

I

switchboard controls a set of 12 dry batteries in series and parallel. eight chronlit,
cells, and three storage cells. which I
made myself. The other switches c.:ntrol various things, and the rheostat is.
also t.n this board. l'he six point switch
in the lower right hand corner controls
the dry cells. The telephone seen at the
side of the switchboard is part of a sv :tent which connects with those of threeother Ill vs who are also interested in electricity. The telephone lines may he seen,
on the left'side of the picture along the
the :alternating bells seen above
wall.
the phone are used for calling or testing.
They were made by myself as was ai -o.
one of the battery hells seen below. l
Also have telegraph instruments tinyls
cannot I.e seen which l have on the saute
\t the left of the picture are
lines.
eral .mall att.ry ntoV r:. In the cctt :.r
:n fr. nt of the case is my .insect currnnt
.t llaln' -nl, tor which is rent by a l.tr,,:.
i. stele: wheel.
lilted :t reversing. :Irma't.
mire and a single field -witch on it.
either side of this nlat he -. tit alternating II\lrinnl; which l coneiyucted fr. n:
also hay : :.
old telephone generators.
generator vhicll is used for calling tthe telephone system and for testa
lo:. N. \V.tt:rtr.
[.awa.

,

.

I

I

I

\IO1)I:I:
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C,Ivv of any of the above Patents will be mailed on receipt of

10

cents.
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Queries and question p 'r aining to the electrical arts addressed to this department will be
published free of charge. 0 t1y auewers to inquiries nt general Interest will be published here for
Ike benefit of all readers. Common questions will be promptly answered by mall.
lin account of the large amount of Inquiries ree itod, It may not he possible to print all the
answers in any one Issue, as each has to take Its turn. Currerpondents should bear this In
mind when writing, as WI questions will be answered either by mall or in this department.Special
If a quick reply Is wanted by mall, a charge of 15 cents Is made for each guectloo.
Information requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without
remuneration. Toe ORACLE has no !lied rate for such wmk, but will Inform the correspondent
promptly as to the charges involved.
Name nod address must always be given In nil letters. When writing only one side of
question sheet must be owed; not more than three questions answered at one time. No attention
paid to letters nut observing above rules.
If you want anything electrical and don't know where to get it, Tull ORACLE will give you
such information free.
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AUDION.
II. VAN BRUNT

Missouri,

1.-Where can an audion detector be pur-

chased?
\. 1. -Radio Telephone Co., No. 19 Exchange place, New York City.
2.-Which is best for receiving, a vertical or horizontal aerial, composed of six
aluminum wires?
A. 3. -We consider the compromise antenna to be better than the vertical or horizontal.
:l. -(rive receiving radius with following
instruments: E. I. Cu. var. condenser,
1,500 ohm receivers, "electro" lytic detector,
2,000 meter tuning coil, water pipe for
ground, aerial a 32 -foot pole on a 40 -foot
barn. Instruments in small house on top of
barn.
A. 3.-500 to 800 miles.
the Government station now in
1.
operation?
you mean the new
A. 1. -We prey
Government station in \Vashingtott. If so,
no; it is in the process of construction.
TUNING COILS.
125(1.)
RtinFRT CIIElISTE:R, Colorado, asks:
I.-Are tuning coils that are wound on
metal less efficient than those wound on

-is

wood?
\. I

.

-Ves.

III. -Does the metal cause any magnetic

effect?

-If

the metal on which the wire
magnetic itself, yes.
3. -Can the tantalum filament from a
lamp be used in an electro -lytic detector?
A. 2.-Not with the same electrolyte,
but by using mercury in the cup you have
a tantalum detector as described in the issue of October, 1!$)8.
:I. -The platinum point on my electrolytic
interruptor is rapidly eaten off when I
operate my coil. !low can this he stopped?
3.-There is no way in which the eating away of the platinum point of the electrolytic interruptor may effectually be stopped
but a large capacity condenser shunted
around the interrupter will probably keep
A. lß.
is wound is

7

the point in a little better shape and it will
not wear away quite so rapidly.

AERIAL.
(_' :,I.l

NAT If.

(ylvaii.. tvritc.:

G.

ROBERTSON,

JR.,

Penn -

1. -What size wire should I use on an
aerial Iii feet from the ground and 20 feet
in length. using three wires eight inches
apart? Should it be bare or insulated?

-No.

14 bare aluminum wire.
far would I he able to transmit
mes.aees with the aerial described above
and a 1 -inch E. I. Co. coil, a zinc spark gap
and a key and a !i U. storage battery?
A. ". -:, to 10 miles.
:I. -1 [ow far would I be able to receive
with the aerial described above and the folIotvintz instruments: Auto Coherer, Rheostat, 75 ohm Receiver?
A. 3. -25 to 30 miles.

A.

I.

-Ilow

PERIKON DETECTOR.

l

:';:!.)

a,nri.

F.

CIICRCII ILL \VlllrTE \IoRE, Mis-

I.-Where can

oor"

I

buy a "Perikon Detect -

described on page

-lie of Alum-ItN

EI.Et:TRICS?

10O

of the June is-

\. I. -R:uho Telephone Co., No. 49 Exchange place. New York City.
2.-- \\lint is my receiving radius with:
Double slide tuner, 2.1100 ohni receivers,
( sir :Able condenser. fixed condenser, potentiometer.:di f000t, four -wire aerial on top of
a lOU -loot house, and electrolytic detector.
perikuin detector. or silicon detector?
to 1111)0 ides.
3.- What sort of an instrument is used on
page loin of the June issue of MODERN ELEC'rRl('S. figure 5?
variable tuning transformer.
A. 3
% K. W. TRANSFORMER.
7)3.) R. A. MCCLEERY, California, asks:
it necessary to use an interrupter
with the E. I. Co.'s new ! x K. W. transformer coil or not?
A. 1. -Yes: this coil works a great deal
better with the electrolytic interrupter even
when used on alternating current.
3 -[low far could I send with above coil.
helix. and an aerial 50 feet long and 50 feet
high?

-.\

I

1

-is

MODERN ELECTRICS
A. 2.- Approximately 100 miles.
'I.- Please give diagram for using

the

-'l:lectio "transformer coil, helix., zinc spark
gap and condenser.
\. 3.-Diagram given below.

with two variable condensers of the revolving kind connecting then up as in diagram and using an electrolytic detector and
carborundum detector?
A. 1.-300 to 500 miles with aerial 50 feet
high; 500 to 600 miles with 100 foot aerial.
2. -How far can I send with a 250 watt
transformer with Leyden jars, helix and
"park gap?
A. 2.-50 to 75 miles.
:t.
an anchor gap to any advantage?
A. 3. -No; it is distinctly a disadvantage
as set forth in the article by Mr. Austin,
-Hints for Wireless Experimenters," publihed in our May issue.
4. -How is hot wire meter connected?
A. 4.
series with the aerial.

-Is

1.54.)

WIND AND WIRELESS.
J. K. JONES, Pennsylvania, writes:

i. -Does the direction of the wind have
_illy influence on Hertzian waves? I know
th:it when the wind blows a certain direction that sounds from the direction of the
Nvind are heard more distinct. Does the
wind affect the waves in a similar way?
A. 1.-No, except that the mi.ind rubbing
against the aerial generates static electricity
ometimes when connections are favorable.
2.- Please inform me where I can purchase Nos. 14 and 16 bare copper wire; the
,lumber of feet per pound, and also the cost.
The wire is to be heavily tinned for use on

-in

(257.)

writes:

255.)

RECEIVING CIRCUIT.
A.

HOWARD

Inre, writes:

CORSON,

New ITamp-

-Please give a diagram to connect following instrments: Tuning coil, tuning
transformer, variable condenser, silicon and

-iretrolytic detector.

1,100 ohm receivers.
i.- Diagram given
below.

\.

FRED

L. ()TONNES, Massachusetts,

-Will

1.
you please tell me how far I can
receive with an aerial :1) feet high composed of four wires 8 inches apart, a homemade detector, receiving condenser and a
100 ohm telephone receiver?
A. 1. -About 20 to 25 miles.
2.-Ilow far could I receive if I used a
single slide tuning coil?
A. 2. -25 to 50 miles.

WEHNELT- CALDWELL INTERRUPTER.
(258.) JOSEPH SMITit, JR., Ohio, writes:
1. -Which
would be the most sensitive

aerials.

A. 2. -We would advise you to write to
the Electro Importing Co.. New York City.

RECEIVING DISTANCES.

for wireless, two 1,5110 ohm receivers wound with No. 40 wire or one 3,000
ohm receiver wound with No. 50?
A. 1. -The two receivers. because both
cars are covered up and all outside noise
is excluded.
2.-When using a 1 -inch coil in connection with a Caldwell- \Velinelt interrupter
on 110 volt current, is it necessary to use
an impedance or resistance coil?
and efficient

s'.

3.

2.-No.

-Why

would not No.

29 S. S. C.

wire

do for a tuning coil?
A. 3.
will do. Tit fact, almost any
ize wire from 11 to 30 will do for a tuning
coil, but we have found No. 21 B. & S.
gauge to give about the best results.

-ft

i

256.)

WIRELESS QUERIES.
JOHN WALTERS, JR.,

111L ntrs+'

.T

I

---'

J

Illinois, asks:

'

=curs I,:,
--L'^

.

;

-`lo,n-

outfit consisting of one 154-inch coil, one
-et of adjustable condensers, one sending
helix. and one adjustable spark gap with
:serial 40 feet high, 40 feet long, consisting
of three aluminum wires one foot apart?
an

-ilow

far would the above receive with
-5-foot aerial 150 feet long?
.N. 2.-500 to 800 miles.
-

WIRELESS QUERIES.
\V \t. CLARK, New York, asks:
1.-What would be the sending radius of
(259.)

4

E.

I

' -From how iar can I pick
up messages
nit two 1.000 ohm receivers, a non- inducive potentiometer, two tuning coils, one
2.100 meters and the other 1,000 meters,

A.

1.-5 to

8 miles.
would be the receiving radius of
an outfit consisting of Ferron detector, two
1.000 ohm telephone receivers, one potentiometer, one fixed condenser and same
erial?
A. 2.-200 to 300 miles.
:1.-Will the sending outfit aS`ect my receiving outfit if both are on the same table
2.

-What

when in use?
A. :1. -No, if the instruments are properly connected.

4.-Would my receiving outfit work better with electrolytic substituted for Ferron
detector?
A. 4. -Yes. a great deal; even as much
as 50 per cent.

ODER

\I

GLECTRICS

N

\.

GERNSBACK INTERRUPTER.
LEE 111.I.INS, Illinois, asks:

260.)

'í

;Itarter K. \V. transformer?
\. 1. -Yes, if t he transformer is of :In
1en core type; but it will not work a
Iosed core type, nor will any other interrupter work it.
!. -1Vill the 1F.. I. Co.'s one- quarter K. W.
.r :,nsfornter work successfully on 110 V.
A. C. current?

2. \. -About 10

per cent.
sending helix?
A. 213.- :\bout 25 per cent.
sending helix be con. -Ilow should the
nected in the circuit?
A. 3.-Diagram given below.
2I1.

1. -Will
the
erusback Electro -lytic
I,,terrupter" work successfully with a one -

I7:

-A

.

\.

-Will

the inclosed wire be all right to
from my instrument; to the antenna?
\. 3. -No; wire is not large enough; it is
Inmon lamp cord. \Vc would advise you
use large diameter "Pirelli" cable, or
,t aer high grade cable.
I.

I -e

TUNING COIL.
\I. %VERS, New York City,

261.)

Antes:

LESTER

kind. size, number and length
wire of the F. 1. Co.'s large tuning

('o..; large tuner k wound

1.

b: ;u fret No. 20 B. & S. gauge
".tntcleil wire.
)f what i; the drum composed and

.w.Ih about

-t
:.I' dimension -Yard

\. "

wood, t.!í -inch diameter,

hes long.

= Ihe

1

en.L,:

e
N.

îT_

12

dimensions and composition of

l'araflined hard .wand WI inches
'miles wide.

INTERRUPTER.
i1wt :r rr I ;I:I. -IAN. i \sui. ;ts, ww' rites:
the .Ilirirnrw ..i :111 aerial be
reased by placing -harp *?oints alone the

4:11

re'
N.

lectnlyli.
l:utcry e:r;uit

'.nterrttpter bc

:d11

eratcd .rah

:1

or, ray, ti

Its?

No elect roi tic interrupter
--N...
.rks ww. ll below :01 t oit
totd.l t
aerial described and
etched by \V. I:.. New V.rk. query No.
\\prii Iue. receive messages Sol miles?
;. -- \'e <. I.y raking it :t mile hittit r.
N.

2.

MICA.
2I; :1..

I.\«ot.I, l'. \I. {t.«ni. t Ohio, asks:
mica and isinglass the same thing?

-I,
\. I. -Ves.
\Vh.re may -lid bran balls from !i
yinches in diameter be obtained; also
!sere may ebonite be obtained?
.

I

I

:1

.-

l'lectro Importing Co., SG \Vest
V
nadway. New York City.
1.-Cati N. .- magnet wire lie used imead of Ni. t; in the Pesta coil by Austin in
ptcmber number ..i \Ior.I'RN ELF:cretts?

:

.

N.

3.-1-es.

.

I'rio

%%

-tnce
1

:It tl:

iner.a -ed by

r

(21i5.1

writes:

..i, in.

enil

.- .rtnld

\VNt. J. S.\UERIIREY,

a

tuning

Pennsylvania,

I.- -If 1 connect three 32 C. P. 275 V.
lamps, as shown in diagram in question 131,
fannary issue, can 1 charge a Royal G V.
1:11 . \.
If. t.,rage battery? The voltage on
line is '_i :. direct current.
\. I.-- -\'c<: you must use about 10 :i2
t'. P. lamps connected in the same way int.:tl ..1 three.
!. -\ \'hat is the voltage after it ..'es
.

through I:onps?
t.,lta,c ;' not chantzc.l.
--.\.
'no WATT TRANSFORMER.
Pennsylvania,
'i.1,
P. I:.
writes:
1.--If the dimensions of the 2i0 -watt
closed core transformer, as described in
t

\IonlRN I:1.1,I rRn'S of the April issue, 1109,
Mere :l.e.1 to twice the dimensions as
described. will the output be twice as great
and lour times the dimensions four tines
as great?
Ise

\.

I.

\-es. approximately.

\ \hat -tee transformer should be used
for .ending wireless messages for a distance of about 11111 miles. using 80 -foot
aerial?
\. 2. --! : K. \V. for regular work under
all conditions. If only intended to be used
under what is known as good wireless conditions Or vier water. !'t K. W. will suf!.

.

fice.

WIRELESS STATION.

121 ;7.1

S. Stet ;Et.,

I.- Kindly

New Jersey, Writes:

inform tie where I may obtain lull information and all details reImre.l to build a wireless station as I am
about to do

POTENTIOMETER.
\ \'wl. \. I'.w1..r-r. New York. asks:
-\Vh:.'t resistance ,;toull a pncnttn.ter for wireless ri cerwing hare?
t., :,,,u ..11111.
\.
I
inch -park cod :oeil a III :1
hat event v. ell my send:ng
t aeri I.. to
lI ;.1.1

G

'_'ii VOLT CHARGING CURRENT.

t

I. --X...

-I'an

I.

E.

11_

-\Vhat

.- the
II?

:Inv

f

.

would advise you to write to

.ale :i.lw.-rtiser -.

LAMP ON SPARK COIL.
L,\t I'll I.\ r. ii. h1í11, says:
light an incandescent bulb with
n
:ill induction coil that will give a two or
I

I

I

three
I

m.11í.

spark?

-Vec, pot can get the peculiar blue

MODERN ELECTRICS
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glow in the bulb with almost any length
spark.

2.-I

would like to purchase a book on
electricity that would be an aid to one desiring to become an electrical engineer.
What would you recommend?
2.-We would advise you to write to the
American School of Correspondence, Chicago, III.

WIRE FOR TUNER.

(249.)

I ?umARO

asks:
1.

T.

CrrAPPELL,

Michigan,

-Does it matter

tuning coil
A.

limits.

I.

the size wire that the
of?
particularly within certain

is made

-Not

For further information we refer

you to query 258.

2.-How
low far could I send with a 68 -foot
aerial, 1 -inch spark coil, inductance and
proper receiving instruments?
A. 2.-1 to 7 miles.
(270.)

WIRELESS TROUBLES.
A.

writes:

R.

New

BENEDICT,

York,

1. -My aerial is situated on a hill and I
have two copper wires, No. 14, 50 feet long,
and poles are :10 feet high; building is about
30 feet below the hill, which makes
the total height of aerial about 60 feet from the
level of the ground. r am a distance of 73
miles from New York, and I think that I
could pick up messages that distance. My
ground is a zinc 4 square feet. I have the
following: Tuner wave length 1,600 meters,

"Electro Lytic" detector, rheostat regulator,

75-ohm telephone receiver, fixed condenser.
Will you advise why this outfit does not

work?
.1.

1.

-Your

instruments

are

properly

connected and the only possible explanation we can give of your trouble is that
your ground is not good. We would suggest that you use a water pipe for your
ground. If it is impossible to do this, you
should use a plate or a piece of netting
containing at least 12 to 20 square feet sunk
about 4 to 6 feet in MOIST ground, or if
you have water. just as a brook or a river,
within reasonable distance put your plate
on the bottom of the stream. We think
this will overcome your difficulty.

DYNAMO.

(271.) Doxnr.n GASTON, California. writes:
I have the parts to a dynamo and I
want
to get, if possible, 53 volts and about 3
amperes. The armature is 3 inches long
and lot inches in diameter and has twelve
slots. What size wire shall I use on the
magnets and what size on the armature to
get the voltage mentioned?
is impossible to get such a large
output from a machine of this size; about
the best you can get is 10 volts 3 amperes.

A.-It
(272.1
1.

AN OLD QUERY.

B. H. MArrnIES, New

-With

a

York, asks:
tunable outfit, both receiving

and sending, can the same aerial be used
for both? It it has a D. P. D. T. switch,
the center posts being connected with

New York high -power stations in Pitts burgh with following apparatus, which I aun
now assembling and preparing to put up:
Aerial 80 feet from ground on one side and
40 feet on the other, electrolytic detector,
tuning coil and condensers, potentiometer
and two 1,000 ohm phones? The instruments will be about 50 feet below highest
point of aerial.
A. 1. -Yes, if you raise your aerial 75
feet instead of 50 feet above the instruments.
2.-Are there any amateur stations in or
around Pittsburgh?
\. 2.-Yes. a great many. Write to the
W. A. O. A. for list of names.

HEAVY WIRE COIL.
(271.)

writes:

CL. %RENCE

B.

DILTS, New

jersey,

1. -1 have a
Rhumkorff coil and would
like to know the length spark it will give. I
do not know the exact size of the secondary
wire, but I think it is No. 33 B. & S. gauge.
The dimensions are as follows : Diameter
of core, .)!$ inch; length of core, 7 inches;
length of secondary, 3 inches; diameter of
secondary, 3 inches; condenser, 5 x 7, composed of 60 sheets of tinfoil.
A. 1. -With the proper voltage and amperage through the primary the above coil
should give a -inch heavy spark.
3 -What voltage and amperage would be
required to give full spark?
A. 2.-- -6 volts and about 5 amperes.
:3. -How many miles would this coil
transmit messages with a zinc spark gap, sending helix and aerial 40 feet high and 31) feet
long composed of three strands of aluminum wire?
A. 3. -From 5 to 3 miles.
K. W.?
(27.5.) AVELAN A. AusEosr, California,
1

writes:
1.

-What is meant by "wave tuning ?"
1. -The alteration
of the effective

A.

length of a given antenna by the variation
of the sliding contact on a coil thus adding
to or subtracting from the antenna the turns

on the said coil.
2
can

-flow

for an aerial?

-We
May issue.
-What is
A.

2.

you make

a

ground switch

refer you to query

219 in the

meant by the letters K. \V.?
\. 3.-The letters K. W. stand for kilowatt. Kilo is a French word which stands
for one thousand. Watt is the electrical
term for the product of the voltage and
amperage. A kilowatt is t,000 watts.
4. -What is. a relay?
A. 4.
a current is too weak to close
an ordinary sounder or other instrument a
relay which has a more sensitive adjustment is interposed in the circuit, which,
closing local circuit, operates the sounder.
The weak current is thus relayed.
:3.

-If

aerial.

.1.
1. -Yes.
WIRELESS NEW YORK TO PITTS-

BURGH.

1273.1

Gus SACHS. Pennsylvania, writes:
I could hear

1.- Would like to know if

Did you not write us some time ago
for a binder to bind M. E. ?
It's out
now; 50 cents each. Send for it before
the supply is exhausted.

MODERN ELECTR
.' simple, vet handy, ground damn
an be made for the small sum of IO or

cents.

\n ordinary

skate clamp, which can Le
bought at almost any hardware or by
The
tore, forms the clamp proper.
binding post, which was obtained from
an old exhausted (try cell, is fastened
into the slit in the clamp, as shown in
Fig. 1. The ground damp is now ready
.

U S

HANDY GROUND CLAMP.

A

15

I
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Right at Home With

Vibration
1s waiting for yoal Perfect. abounding. whorl me health
-such brnllh Its SOU have not
known for years, perhaps. And
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or medicines! No matter what
oli rout: no mutter even If your
cane lus been prim ounred lo-

Health

for use and all that the experimenter has
tot do is to fasten it to the nearest \eater

cit reble-.lou't give up hovel
Vibration, the marvel ut the

century. hie I tired uncounted thuusande of people
who thought they were h. .palme
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'.711h
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1
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ELECTRICAL APPARAlU.S.
STUDY ELECTRICITY AT HOME--A complete
electrical course st home, containing
30 -page detall
book, 220 -page text -book, 200 experiments
and
over 100 puree of apparatus. Price, complete,
only
$5.60.
Catalogue M.
9." explain, this and
other remarkable offer,. aThomas
M.
SR
John,
848
Ninth Ave. New York.
When writing plea.. mention "Modern

Electrice,"

POLARITY

INDICATOR
current detector.
Every electrical student shouldand
one at this remarkable price. 0.25 volts, 65c., have
prepaid
anywhere in
North \merica. Other voltages on application.
Bonney, Westminster, Mass.
writing please mention "Modern Eleetrlea."
BATTERY AMMETER. Beginners' course in
electricity, spark coil,
inch.
Lloyd P Foster, Ashland, Ky. Carbon plates, etc.
When writing Meatus mention "Modern
Rleetrira."
When

GRAPifiTE RODS. Any resistance,
Your

silver.
Hale,

644
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30

W. King st., Decatur,

25e., 3
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Ill.
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When
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key, etc. Complete instructions,
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catalog.
own

When

writing please mention "Modern Electtioa
?

WIRELESS

?
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CO., 0114e stirrer, Sr. Louis,
Mo.
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the experimenter and the
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We can
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and explain von the philosophy and
working of the apparatus' tuner., detectors, condensers,
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phones. coherent, etc.
J. lilliott Shaw, 14.12 Arch St.,
l'h iladelph in, t'a
When
A

When writing Weenie mention
"Modern Electric,."
\VIRF.I.F.SS, New England wireless
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obtain high grade wireless goods
me. All sup plies kept in stock. All material from
guaranteed. Send
2-cent stamp for printed matter on
New

Detector.
Springfield
el
t
Main street. Walker Building,t Springfield,
Mass.

)

t

When writing please mention "Modem

Electric.."

nl.

writing please mention "Modern Electrtr,,"

'l'ECL \i. l'I(It

I

our bands by .duly Z1.

BET

all up to date wireless supplies. De
tarry uturr wlrele.s
woods for the nntatrur
then RBIs other
se
the Coast. Ill ley pay
ctprese need freight, on
when y'au ran wet the
aIs Oath' here at right priers? Detectors,
uners, Condensers. spark lulls f
-'t to
Inele .par", oselllators, euhrers, lautp.,
MRtle machines, In fact, anything
rlrrtrlrwl
y,t
want. tall nr %%rite. It will pay soli.
PAUL 'EILEIt Ii1.1.0 ritic WORK,
Market ht.
wan Francisco,
we have

l:S.

Li>,sf

ohm

w

. t. s

nrrne,.

donhle pole pc' i;ii diaphragm, $1.71
I., :,l her ..us'.
rrcd hcadban.I, single, litic.; double,
WO.
'calrI
in Point" cI,ctrulytic detector, $2.10.
"Eclipse'
double slide toning coil, 33.00. Srn'hrg heli,, 4:A
meters, 3275. "National" condensers, 'Cr, icing, lie-1
sending, The, Morse, Continental and Navy ('odes,
Ideepnnt 10c. "Wabro" metal for `t-..rk gaps, :Sc.
Wireless telephone transmitter, 31.25.
Waterhuu'e
Bros., Bourne, Mass.

When writing please mention "Modern

Electric,."
OHM WIRELESS RECEIVERS SENT ON
TRiAL, 81.75 each. Very sensitive :old efficient.
New wireless d. tector; the best yet.
Send .tamp
1.000

for circulars. Alden Wireless Co., (':,mpeIlo, Maas.
When Writing oleos* mention "Modern Electric.."

WiRELEttes II IIlI :1tYy.
and Copper
Pyrites, :.0e per set. 'trams%incite
silver plated
for nsountlne erysta's with Cups
solder,
cosh.
No. 30 st, w, f. IRON wire for .Marconi (tie
le
Detector, S'c per ounce. No. SO 11Mawnee
1 -2 ntll,i
w, u4, covered copper wire for heath resistance
phones. doe luir pool containing/4' racily
1000 ohms. 'Wollaston wire, .0006, ISt.
000!, 23c; silicon fused, large piece Ise.
Mob bdemlte. more se
I%e than sllleo0 10e
large Weer. fir adults ns1'
carbon rota tor elettenlytle detector, 341e. selenitnn
metal In sticks
for selenium cells, lame piece.
23e. stamp
tor 120 pore catnlom.
Elect
ro
M0z !Vest ({roadway, N. 1 I'1ty. Intportlnw Co.
When

writing please mention "Madero Electrtce."

FOR SALE.
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS,

F,r ?ale, number two Omnieraph, with two extra -,ta ' liais, a.l
ncW, cost seventeen dollars. Three sets learners' te!
egraph instruments, cost seven fifty. `lateen dollars
takes all. E. I1. Hooey, Milwaukee, Wk.
When writing please mention "Modern Rleetrte.."

FOR SALE, one 500 watt air cooled ! ransformer;
price $1.00; 110 volt sec.. 6 volts S9 amp.., or 12 volts
10 amps.; first class; price,
$9.00. II. Rickard, R. No.
2, Keokuk, Iowa.

when writing please mention "Modern Electrie,,"
FOR SALE. Wonder dynamo, $3: water motor,
S3; storage battery, 6 -volt, 10-atop., $3; New Dcparture motor. 31 ; spark balls, (I ; all in fine conditon. W. B., 371 Johnson st., North Andover. Mas4.
When writing please mention "Modern Electricc."
FOR SALE.-300-mile wirch ss station, with -°
K. W. transformer. every way complete; no plaything. Cost $U5, yours for 575.
Particulars free.
Bargain for right party. . \. f, t',Imey, N. Main st.,
Canandaigua, N. Y.
When

writing please mention "Modern Electric.,*

354.00 PFR
,
ise

'I1et

DAY

CAMERA -SCOPE
con prose
r''

nd
it. Anone .'n ";.errate -t
\taktsn tini -hid l'uti li 'somi, :.phs a wort.

t
%

!'rise of Camera ',rope. with -applies t. r
making :sii t'ictures 'em'ngh
for tI.e
etimpltt"ulht' h23.00, barrapay
t,rritnns rt
nr hundred: eat, tranree, 11 :o per ni-o...
lie iii'',peuds tit .inJ wish,, 111.,n, ;or nur.rli.
Write to' lay.
Qtr..

t

,

%

w.

S. MOUNTFORD,
100A MADEN LAN %, NEW YORK, N. Y.
When writing please mention "Modern Electric,,"

\I()1)Isl:N I?I.l:t;1'lt1l;s
Webster's New $6.50 Encyclopedic Dictionary I-REE with each of the first 100 orders
offer
REMENDOUS PRICE? REDUCTION -an overwhelming bargain-an extraordinary HALF -PRICE
I

MAGNIFICENT 1909 EDITION FRESH FROM THE PRESS
OF THE

New Americanized Encyclopedia

First in Wealth of Learning, First in Weight of Authority. Latest in Date ofPublkatfoe
1O.0(X) double- column pages. 100 superb pages.
Fifteen massive volumes, sumptuous binding.
beauty.
3i.000 biographical references, hundreds of illustrations. colored plates of the rarest

ALWAYS the GREATEST in the World
TODAY the CHEAPEST In the World

$1.00

Secures

the Sot

A Home University, A College

Education. A Huge Library

Sint Five for Examination

The King of all Encyclopedias, at prices never before approached
The

does. NOW IS TILE TIME.
You have always meant to get an Encyclopedia-every intelligent man ten
years ahead of your less enterprispossession of this latest and greatest of all EAÌCYCLOI'k.DIAS puts you
It covers every phase
EVERYTHING.
you
this
tells
thing;
ONE
about
tell
you
ing neighbor. Other books
in the stately march of human
step
It records every
of human knowledge, discovery, experience and belief.
All gallant deeds and
religion.
of
systems
all
forms
of
government,
all
literature,
progress. It covers all epochs of
and invention. all the glorious achievestirring scenes, all victories of brain or brawn. all marvels of science
teeming pages of
ten
thousand
the
in
found
are
possible
civilization
and
luminous
history
ments that have made
these splendid volumes. Can YOU afford to do without it?
as its contribuenrolled
are
of
the
century
Tate most brilliant thinkers
as Matthew
its writers include such men of world -wide fameGosse,
tors.
John
E,Ilnund
Farrar.
Canon
Arnold, James Bryce, John Morley, Andrew Lang, St. George \livart,
Norman
Lockyer,
Sir
Smith,
Robertson
Kelvin.
Lord
Freeman,
Edward
Stephen,
Stuart Blackie, Leslie
McBach
John
Gibbons,
Cardinal
Fiske,
Ihorold Rogers, Saintsbury, Swinburne. Simon Newcomb, Johnand these with hundreds of others equally
Master, Admiral Melville, Thomas B. Reed, Carroll Wright;
in the realms
famous give it an authority so overwhelming, so incomparable that it reigns without a rival
of scholarship.
Edition is fresh from the press and contains
Our '909
as recent as the election of President Taft, the
events

Its Matchless Authority.

Incomparably Up To Date.

e.
lat,.st airship flights of the Wrights and Zeppelin. the return of the United States Fleet from its
)s :t.v
momentous world-voyage and the great Italian Earthquake.
this
of
edition
twin
the
of
issue
the
emphasize
COUPON
To
work we are making for limited time
magnificent
The
set we
only a special introductory offer at just ONE -HALF the regular Price. The cloth
Dooklovers'
price at $37, the half morocco at $46. Moreover, with each of the first hundred orders to
Society
Dictionary,
Encyclopedic
New
r,ach us we will send absolutely FREE Webster's Iluge
stamped
56 Fifth Avenue
,tailing regularly at $8.50. It is bound in Full Sheep, marbled edges. gold
New York
and indexed. This combination of the world's most famous Encyclopedia and equalIy famous Dictionary gives you a magnificent reference library of enormous extent
send me for
Please
and unmatchable value.
examination prepaid
Sign and mail the attached coupon and we
set of the
a
complete
Send No Jloney Now. will shipP you a complete set for live days'
New Americanized Enif
give
You can return them AT OUR [ :on
cyclopedia in half morocfaü to give you entire satisfaction. We pay all transportation charges.
.o biotin
at your SPEco
Should you desire to purchase. then stud us Si.00 as tirst payment and
CÌ:\L HALF- l'Rour otter
..us:

Special Half Price Offer.

ay the balance at tl:e rate of a.no per month for the cloth and ;$ 2.5n
per month for the calf morocco.
-\t these phenomenal prices the introilticDo Not
Y
It is
tory sets will vanish like magic.
Enrich your mind. adorn your
the opportunity of a ;Hahne.

Delay.

library. delight your family with this stupendous work. Write
TO-DAY. Remember, No risk! No obligation! You purchase only if satisfied!

The Booklover's Society
156 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

¡ 1.to.00. If the set is satisfactory, I agree to pay upon the
purchase price the sum of $t.00 in
rash within 5 days after receipt of
nods and $1.5o each month thereafter for eighteen months. If the books
.era not satisfactory. I am to notify you
promptly and bold them subject to your
,i.ler. Also send me Webster's New Encyam to receive
absolutely I'REE should I retain the set.
absolutely

r

L

Name
\tlairesa
I[ you Dreier the cloth edition, alter S 46.0a
t7.no. and 52.5o cads month to $2.00.

to
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of

Suppose you were present at this Director's meeting.
The doors are locked -only men in the room Muted at a big table.
Suddenly the President turns, speaking in an ordinary toue of voice, and says: "Miss Junes, take

this agreement. please "
A girl's voice, seemingly coming from the corner of the room, replies "Yes. Sir."
You look around- there is no girl in sight, but the President dictates.

note

What Is the solution of the mystery?

in a corner of the room, several feet away from the table at which the President is sitting, is a small box
tted into the wood -work of the desk. it is the marvellous scientific economic device called the Dictograph.
In the illustration below you see also an absent director, in another building, hearing every word spoken
.tt the meeting, and able to take part in any discussion. The speakers, even at distance of several
feet from
the instrument, are all able to hear, and be heard while speaking in ordinary conversational tones.
The Dictograph is several hundred per cent. more sensitive to sound than any other inter- commuulcaiing
system. It requires neither ear-piece nor mouth- piece. It gathers sound. even a whisper. and carries it to connecting stations uhere it issues without the necessity of using an ear-attachment.
.\ General Manager can be constantly in touch with his Department treads. Stenographer or Clerks
without leaving his chair, without holding an instrument in his hands, without central operator to listen or
interfere, unclean converse simultaneously with one or more in the same way.

Banking Houses, Life Insurance and Mercantile corporations, who have used
the Dictograph for a year, are unanimous in its praise and are ordering additional
installations.
The demand is greater than the supply and the National Dictograph Company is now selling a portion of its treasury stock to provide for an increase of
its plant and manufacturing facilities.
By writing at once for pamphlet "No. 359" you can learn full particulars in
time to participate. Reservations of 1 to 100 shares, $10 a share. will be made
in the order of application.
No one person may subscribe for more than 10f1
,hares. No agents are employed. Orders are received and information given
through the U. S. Mails and at our offices. Telegraphed applications will
be honored when confirmed by the first following mail.
E
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STERLING DEBENTURE CORPORA LION

Brunswick Bldg., Madison Sq.
New York
.1s there is e, ery

Mal this issue :ell/

indication

he over-sub-

eta the opening. Jar, /his
announcement r.i/l not heteprer/ed.
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Murdock Wireless Apparatus

Is the product of the Largest and Best l ?tluiplted Factory manufacturing Wireless Iu9trttntents and Accessories in the United States
Transformers
Tuning Cull,.
Receiving and Sending Sets

Head Receivers,

Battery Coils, Detectors,

0I'it tii.nciATIEs =

A RE

_

.E1
No. 2 Receiving Set, with

3011)

Detect
mounted on
mahogany base, without phones

Meter

I

W.

toner,

$ Q8.00

When

40

B

l'P.t.I.S ',Lt. A ItOUT PA 'r I.NTS,
low IO SEC'UAI CHEM. IIAs

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. also
50 PERPETUAL MOTIONS
livery inventor should have a copy. Price $1.00 by
01/0

PDA

O

ES9--

F. G. DIETERICH, Ourey Bldg., Washington, D. C.
writing please mention "Modern Electric-.

When

O

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

K
TRADE MARK
DESIGNE
COPYRIGHTS dice.
Anyone sending askeleh and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communient ions strictlyconndenttnl. HANDBOOK on Patenta
soot trots. oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn a: Co. receive
rpecttd notice, without charge. 'nibs

CHELSEA, MASS.

O

O

K

.

-

We carry the best book assortment in this country. Our specialty is to publish electrical books
just what you are looking for. tiers are a few:
Storage Batteries, by A. E. Watson. Ph. D.E.E.
theory, Construction and Use. Price postpaid,
cloth, $1.50.
How to Mike a 1- Kilowatt Dynamo, by A. E.
Watson. Profusely illustrated. Price postpaid SI.
rho lisa Engine, Clow to Make and Use It. by
P. ll. Warwick. including discussion on gasoline
engines. Price. cloth, postpaid 75 cents.
A 11C of Wireless Telegraphy, by E. Trevert.
Price post
An excellent book for the amateur.
paid $1.00

Electricity,

by E. Trevert.
A book every experimenter should possess. Price
postpaid j1.00.
UnX -Rays for Everybody, by E. Trevert.
questionably the best hook printed for the amateur
cents.
Price
80
and experim
.
postpaid
These are only a few books from our large assortment. Send for free list containing over 7C
best electrical books in existence.

New Experimental

M. Bubler Publishing Co.,

S

K

O

-F:;

Scientific
American.
lllnatreted weekly. Leanest cirBranch times. 6781' 0t.,

writing please mention "Modern Electric.."

O

o leetrica."B

.

GROBET SWISS FILES
And Other high Grade Tools

MONTGOMERY k CO.,
New York City
103 Fulton Ntreet,
When writing plPane mention "Modern Eleotrltx"

Reputation from accomplished facts and not promises has carried the
Star Safety Razor through thirty successful years. The expense of large advertising space prohibiu going Into detail in regard to the Star Safety Razor. You
Men who
get value in this article and are not paying for the advertisement.
have used this Razor for many years, and who have also tried numerous thin
blade Safety Razors. state that THERE IS BUT ONE SAFETY RAZOR that
gives entire satisfaction -and THAT IS THE 'STAR."
Catalogue sent upon. request.
KAMPFE 3ROTHERS. 214 Feeds St., New York.

plea-se

o

Lynn, Mass.

our catalog.

New York
MUNN & Co .J" Bleach.,,
Washington. D. R

writing

K

Are shown in our catalog. Send your name and address
ou postal and mention this paper and we will send free

culation tif any scient ide Jouruul. Terms, $3
soar: four mouths, IL Sold bya11 newsdealer*.

'.When

S

When writing please mention "Modern

A handsomely

When

MURDOCK & CO.

CARTER ST..

writing please mention "Modern Electric.."

The Inventor's Universal Educator

-A

J.

UUR PRICES FIRST

mention "Modern F lectrice."
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lsz

ûllre ±Btr13t

Annual (Mrtat

trrLru Cur iitwk
The only book of this kind in existante. It contains the location,
Lail letters, wave length, power, etc., of

972

iretess *tattling in the 3hniteù *taies ani «lanaba
U. S. Atlantic and Inland Stations
" Pacifiic Shore Stations .
.

Navy Stations
Army Stations
.
.
Revenue Cutters Stations
it
Navy Vessels Stations .
Hawaii Stations
.
.
.
.
.
.
Merchant Vessels in the Atlantic. Pacific & Great takes
Canadian Stations
Cuban Stations
U. S. Amateur Stations
Total
.
.

90
60
51

50
22

185
7

350
39
3

115
972

If you have a wireless station this book will be invaluable to you. When receiving
will know at once where from they originate. NO MORE GUESSWORK as
heretofore. The Wireless Blue Book creates a new interest in wireless as it enables every experimenter to accurately estimate the range of his outfit.
It took four months to compile the data of the Blue book and it is warranted to be corr.ct
in every respect. YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.
messages you

IPRICE, IOC BY PIAIL.I Cash
Modern Electrics Publication,

or stamps (only U. S., no foreign ones) taken

84

W.

Broadway, New York

When writing please mention "Modern Electric..."

trrlpss

Q.Inmnuxnirattrni

NOW is the time to engage in the study of the new art of
wireless. The demand for trained wireless operators is
growing constantly. The recent government action has
increased the demand 100 per cent. Salary of trained operators ranges from $15.00 to $40.00 per week.

OhP

Amyl-trait

weirs!' Ju, tttutr

the only universally recognized school in the world for the
teaching of this art.
is

Applications Now On File For 100 Expert Operators
Come in and be one of the first to take a position in this
new field that offers promotion, good salaries and boundless

opportunities.

Descriptive matter free on request.
Address Nearest Office
UNIVERSITY BUILDING
27 WILLIAM STREET
New York, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
When wrltlns, please mention "Modern Eleotrla.."

MODERN ELECT RI CS
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Wireless Apparatus
K. W. Mountedin Mahogany Cabinet

$75.00

15.00
Oscillation Transformer Akins
these transmitting sets mounted or unmounted, in sites of !.( K. W. upwards are fully equal
ro commercial installations of similar rating.
01 their many exclusive features, one Tact
stands out pre-eminent -that fact is absolute
reliability.
An illustrated catalog descriptive of wireless
apparatus of distinctive merit will he mailed on
request.

730

CLAPP . EASTHAM CO.
Boston, Mass.
Boylston St.,

IIENRY MORTICE, 24 East 21st Street
Representative for New Mirk

C

ay

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Portland, Ore.
`IcKay Bldg,
Western Representative

The wilting plate

--

Ty pe A. L. C. TraustniltinK Set.

-

awetlsS "Modem flestrla..^

Wireless Experimenters
.Magnet wire single silk in sizes from Nos. 29 to
IO at greatly reduced prices wound on spools in
.ivantities desired.
Secondary windings of any size wound to any
Have a lot of
specification, prices on application.
condensers suitable to be used with 1 and 3 inch
spark coils, while they last 50c each. I also carry
everything in wireless. Send 2c stamp tor catalog.
Spark coil for sale giving 36 inch spark on A. C.
and 24 inch on D. C.
Very finely finished in MaHeavy
hogany wood with first class condenser.
platinum contacts suitable for wireless or X -Ray
work. Price complete $450.00. For photographs
and particulars apply to
M. TANENBAUM,

When

wilting

728A Broadway. Brooklyn, N. Y.

please mention "Modern leleotrtee."

That Protect
and Pay

PATENTS

WATSON E. COLEMAN,

Registered Patent Attorney,
Advice and Book Free; Highest References;
Best Service.

612 F Street. N. W.
When

WASHINGTON. D. C.

writing please mention "Modern Electrice.'

A Book

Trial
Ten Day/s' Free
l,e. AServalIf
.ell.
We su
allowe.i on erery Icycle we
U. S. and frrelur tee /...gmr.
and 1041 to anyone lo with
the h c ycle after using It lea
you are net satisfied

lait

hi

I

k

.

FACTO

don't h4 a rent.
from anis..`
PRICES t17,1,1,:."
our latest Art Catalog*
1

n el von receive
and leans .one
of high trade Idcycies and sundries
e! ...Art.
dont net
' tr and
heard
1oKtal and
s-ot yea
eo, to will
lte I.e
o
COSTS'everythise
IT ONLY
vd uble ismuch
get
/NEC by return mal. YOU it new Ì
.,,los. De Not Walti writsaiose wheels. perla. H.
f

/

e

Tires, Coaster Brakes,

e9

kinlDept.

CHICAGO
MEAD CYCLE CO.
When writlne please mention "Modern Electric..'

affords you more genuine pleasure
than anything you have known yet.
We have the goods -the best made
right in stock. We wish to cater especially to wireless folks in and around
Chicago. Our prices are right, our
goods still better. Come and look
over our stock and judge for yourself.

-

Sped 7c

portage

for our rreal Catalog

ANDERSON SPECIALTY CO,

Ill.

Chicago,
6.8 & 70 La Salle Street Whoa writing ateaa mention "Modern altesIrtes...

Worth Having -it's FREE
r EW

alIJlI

e'l e
[...Vl.

AIWOrY

MOW`\

/1

for all classes of Mechanics.
buok packed full of new ideas in labor- saving "YANKEE TOOLS
book is the embodiment of
Tools that appeal to any man, uo matter what his profession or calling. The
of the Tools in use.
Yankee ingenuity and Invention, illustrated with photographic reproductions
Your dealer sells "YANKEE TOOLS"
t postal brings it if you say ".Modern Electrica"
A

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.
When

Philadelphia, Pa.

writing please mention "Modern Electric.."

1
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THIS IS THE WONDERFUL

RED STYLO
INK PENCIL
Impossible to leak, eves r¡earr r4 upside dove. Writes like a

ELECTRICITY

one now.
Over 2 M1111en

Our pupils actually handle the tools and machinery.
Imtructors stand beside them, directing, criticising and showing them how to work.

pencil.

Has
platinum iridio feed wire and we
therefore guarantee each
and every pencil. Order

To Introduce
this marvelous ink
pencil to

of

All editorials

and

ERN

When

Red Stylo

price

Ink
Pencils

proposition.

We also make electric
flash lights, batteries,
the famous Doi
dry cells, electric scarf

Alladin electric gas
lighters, electric magic
lanterns; also the marvel.
ous oat alcohol (in chunks)
Universal flaming cigar lighter, sample sent by mail for
Dens,

writing please mention "Modern Sleotrlcs.

MR. WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER

To be perfectly frank do you personally prefer your
instruments to look good as well as work good.
Or do you enjoy ruining the neat appearance
of
your
with troublesome acid that will not only hurt the highly outfit,
polished
wood surfaces, but also stain hard rubber and
corrode all metal
parts, no matter how plated.
We believe that you prefer a clean and efficient
detector -one
that can be set up in a second; that requires no
potentiometer and that will not wear out, burn battery nor
out, or be
thrown out.
Therefore we olTer

The IMPROVED SILICON

CATALOGUE PEE...

DETECTOR

and guarantee it the most reliable and
efficient type sold for
experimental use, send for circular.

Universal Novelty Co.
W.39th St.. Ne w York, N. Y.

Wben writing planes mention "Modern Elsotrlcs."

s
T
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ItLECTa1Ca

are written with

strictly $2.00.
Dealers and Agents
write for interesting

165

New York Electrical School.
West 17th St., New York.

text matter of MOD-

MODERN
ELECTRICS
we will send
One sample prepaid for $1.00.

50e., etc.

Day and evening sessions.
Call and inspect our school and equipment
or write for Prospectus.

these Pencils now
In use.

re.dersof'

Regular

Practically and Individually Taught

Anytlling

THE WIRELESS EQUIPrIENT CO.
West Arlington, Md.

When

writing please mention "Modern It lectrtca."

Etprtrirttl

stamp will secure OUR NEW BIG CATALOG.
HIGHEST IN QUALITY; LOWEST IN PRICE.
$Epageao f EXPERIMENTAL and HIGHEST
A

Be

GRADE
WIRELESS OUTFITS ALONE. Complete experimental outfits $10.35 to $12.95,
rl`
J. J. DUCK, 433 St. Clair St. Toledo, O.
When_ writing_ please mention "Modern
Blectrics."

U

till
" tiT
" We are soundMP. Ve -+'
ing a general
call to in-

form a

I l

Wireless

experimenters

and amateurs lo!n and around Cleveland. to come
and look over our new stock of
Wireless Goods.
'

AII goods for the Wireless experimenter
carried
Satisfaction and good treatment

in' stock.
ssured.

Send for our new Wireless catalog.

ERNER ELECTRIC CO.

I22a E. St. Clair Ave.

when writing plea.., mention

-

Cleveland, O.
'Modern Electric,.

AMERICAN BLACK
ENAMELED MAGNET WIRE
All sizes from No.

16

to 40 B.

sit

s.

Amerloan Electrlo Fuse Co.

NEW YORK.

MUSKECON, MIOM

MODERN ELECTRICS

STORAGE BATTERY

MOTORS
Faucet WATER
Complete with emery $2.50
_

I

STYLE

in

G

3

Size 81a71x7 in, Weight
used on board of
.17 lbs

heel, buff wheel, pulley Y
to run sewing and washing maclime, polish. In some cities where
we have no agents, and where the
water pressure is good, n sample

é

Ampere flours

%Wlts, uO

w

several U. S. Battleships.
Same
type
used in the Oldsmobile,
Pullman
and a number at

he given tree; apply at
if you want to make some
extra money, or if you can devote
your whole time, liberal salary and
commission will be paid.
'ALCOHOL STOVES, LAMPS

mulor will

other

once

class

mobiles

high autofor

ignition and
lighting. Six

plates in each
cell, 3 positives and 3

aND FLAT IRONS.
ENGINEERS WANTED to send for catalog of indicators, Reducing Wheels, Planimeters. Address,

LIPPINCOTT M. S. CO.,
52 Columbia St.,
New Jersey
Newark,
-.

negatives. 18
plates in one
battery.
Through a
fortuna to deal
withthe mak-

writing please mention "Modern Electrlcs."

ers, we have

'Vhen

purchased

several hundred of these
batteries, all

in perfect
condition except thatthey
are
of the
9 0 8 style.
As the mak-

how
to Illustrate, S1
A concise, dear and explicit Foos giving the

I.eginner a well as those further advanced
...mplete common -sense instruction in the fol:. wing important teachings of drawings, with
is numerous branches: Technic, drawing
trr,m nature, drawing animals, landscapes,

1

ers have

drawing portraits, drawing from memory,
ttcial expression, cartooning composition,
perspective, fashion drawings, lettering, ornamental design,
ornamental composition, head and tail pieces. book covers,
Advertisement designs, color, etc., etc.; oil and Nvater color
pigments and finally, the commercial side of illustrating.
This book has been on the market for the past eight years
and has given absolute satisfaction both as a textbook in private schools and art schools as well as to the individual.
We also offer a series of 14 lessons, with .6 rolcred illustrations in water colors at sic oo per set. The supply of these sets being limited we will not execute orders
mar we have sold the balance of too sets in remitting
kindly send check or postal money order.

BROWN PUBLISHING CO

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 861 W. Broadway, N.Y.
when writing please mention "Modern aleotrtaa"

,

Ito
027 Monolith IfalldlnE
/S West with %t.
New York Pity

have

brought out
new 1909 type they did not wish to keep the 1708 type in
If
you
block.
wish
to know
stock and we bought the whole
more about this wonderful ROYAL BATTERY, send 2c
20 page book entitled:
stamp and we will send you
'Treatise on Storage Batteries." The type ti-8, exactly as cut,
only wider and bigger. lists at 27 Dollars (see book./
Our PRICE NOW, to M. E. Readers ONLY 89.00.
This is
chance of lifetime. We can ship at once; two
styles. One Enamel- steel case, the other treated wood case.
Fine rubber -belting handle, patent gas vent, etc. etc. Speak
quick, only about a, left.
a

Wireless Telegraphy
Taught Quickly by

You An Idea?

If sa write for our Books. "Why Patents Pay," "What
to Invent," "IO0 Mechanical Movements," and a Treatise
on Perpetual Motions
Illustrations. All mailed free.
F. DIETRICH & CO., Patent Lawyers and Experts.
n0 Ourav block, Washington, D. C.

Correspondence.
Posiliows secured.

-ill

.vhtn writing pisase mention "Modern Electrice.**

WIRELESS

GOODS

Cr7/47---

BOSTON SCHOOL OF
TELEGRAPHY
IBA Boylston SL, Boston, Mass.
The largest and best Telegraph School in N e w
England. We make a specialty of qualifyin5 ambitious
young men and women for Railroad, t_ommerclal,
Brokerage and Wireless Telegraph service. Send loe
postage cash or stamps for free wireless telegraphic
book. With this we furnish FREE OP CHARGE two
handsome Telegraph codes, mounted on fine cardboard,
one showing the Wireless Telegr. code, the other Morse
code. Size 8 z 8 inches.
When writing pima. meatioa "Modern
l

.rFnT1o,111Te

I

POTENTIOMETER

,ON- INDUCTIVE,

as

cut, with two Resistance

Rods, 300 and 500 Ohms,

S1.50

only house in Washington. D. C. carrying a COMl'I,1:TE line of Wireless experimental apparatus in
stock. Come and look over our stock and judge for
yourself. Will gladly demonstrate all goods.

Electrical Supplies
Washington,
526 12th St. N. W.
D. C.
I;f Information let and rood treatment rotund

JOHN C. RAU,
.

'.then writing please mention "Modern Elcotrloa"

Electrlaa"

'a1.IF11'itL. Rheostat that will
give s
service and resistance.
t, it regulate your current
gradually a it tl not i n
jinni's; is vet) accurate.
Little heating. c, ail :tie
c',x,lctl. il:l!i 1111 ,,,11-

parts. will not
get out of under. Can
he used for
to Ito
colts. Buy one :Ind regalate the speed of sittr
-moll motors. Lim down
vonr incandescent lanips
to In volts. Pine as tun indnc
ttnnce in wireless work for tutting. This Rheostat is the
finest on the market; resistance colt will not rust. break
or bend under a constant lu:ul of ! \ntperes. Resistance
III Ohms. Maximum t:tn:icity
\Iltpers.,. trice 50 cents.
11v mail extra,
cents. Scud c,nts t"r our t-:rtaingnes
with latest discount street.
KETTEMAN ELECTRIC CO.. 23d St., Toledo, Ohio,
c'enlecl

I

Í

.

.

1
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lililliulnll

will pay you

fret Camps

line profit to saving cat labor
and in
'al. They save skinning -they
save re- taping -they save time -they save
the wire. This clamp is part, Marty to le
recommended for Wireless Work in connection with sending inductances, etc. Ilia
needle part is then not used, only the laws.
Will firmly grip round wires (see groove)
or flat strip by means of Ilut yaws. lines
away with harmful sparking and Increases
your efficiency. Send 75 cents for a set
(two), postpaid, on 30 days' trial. Your
money back if you want it.
THE WILLIAIIS TEST CLAMP CO.
416 Prospect Ave. S. E. Cleveland. O.
For sale in Canada by W. I. Kur.h,
iii York St.. Toronto

f

When

No. 602

a

writing please menti.. "Modern El.atrics."

"Ulery" Pocket Knife Tool Kit

INDUCTION COILS, B1agï`ñ.Tv

lade In America.

Every one has use for a Knife,
Reamer, File. Saw. Chisel or
Screw Driver. This outfit is
practical, ?et so small, being
contained in a Leather Pocket
Book 4!Tv l inches, is, by car rying it in your pocket, always
at hand for immediate use,
whether Camping. Boating,
Teaming,Driving,in theShop,
Factory, Mike, Store. Warehouse, Automobile. on the
Farm. Bicycle; or around the
Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or
detached to the Pocket Knife
in a second.

Sint Poll Paid oc receipt
price 1112.2g.

of

Um It five days and If not
satisfactory return It and we
will refund your money.
U. J. ULERY CO.
sa V Warren St., New York, N. Y.
When writing please mention "Modern

ilectrica"

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT

All sizes from l in. to 20 In. Spark

Tenting Instruments,
Telegraph .Apparatus,
Experimental Work
of all kinds.

Foote, Pierson & Co.
160 Duane St., New York

When writing please mention "Modern

Electric.."

Electric Light Fixtures
For Residence. Boat and Camping.

We construct special designa to order. We triennia'.
tore all specialties of metal goods in quantities only.
Write us your requirements.
We issue no catalogue.

Uothbarg flanutacturing Go.
117 Duane Street,
New York City
When writing please mention "Modern Electric.."

.. TRANSFORMER ..

In the shortest possible time.

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans mitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph
messages at any speed Just es an
expert operator would. 6 styles
$7 up; circular free.

Omnigraph Mfg. Co.

9YSf

Cortlandt St.,

New Yoe.

When writing plena. mention "Modern Eleotrice."

-DON'T
BUY WIRELESS
Until you see our INSIDE PRICES.

GOODS!

We make tuning coils, potentiometers, etc , and sell directly to
you. Our prices can't be beat. Send for list.
Send two -cent stamp for Illustrated Bulletin.
CHICAGO WIRELESS SUPPLY CO
52 B Auditorium Bldg..
Chicago

When

writing please mention "Modern Elsatrtee."

WIRELESS

250 watt 10,000 volt transformer for
use in wireless telegraphy. Special price
delivered to any part of U. S., $30.00.
Will send up to fifty miles. Speaking
arcs, transformers, etc. supplied for use in
wireless telephony. Drawings and plans
furnished. Send for descriptive matter.

VICTOR H. LAUGHTER
BYHALIA, MSS.
When writing please mention "Modern

Eleetrice.

to the continued demand from
OWING
our patrons for our apparatus, we have

decided to increase our facilities and
to
our
We
as within the reach
of everybody. We carry
carry a full line which we
offer at prices as low as is consistent with
,
quality.
Write to us for prices on anything you may require in the following list- DOUBLE SLIDE TUNING COILS
STANDARD FIXED CONDENSERS
SINGLE SLIDE TUNING COILS
STANDARD 3 CAPACITY CONDENSERS
DETECTOR STANDS
HELICES
POTENTIOMETERS
HEAD RECEIVERS
SPARK GAPS
TESTING BUZZERS

PPt

U

THE TRI -MOUNT WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.
Robert A. Chandler. Mgr.

13C

IRVIN° STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

when westing please mention "Modern

Electric's.

'
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The

Printing
Point
Good typewritten letters convey
an impression of good business
methods, and the machine is often
responsible for the appearance.

The UNDERWOOD
types always reach the proper printing point. The type -bar
feature peculiar to the
guide
operates through -or with
The type must go right. There's no other way.
Underwood.
Good looking work is assured and the
It cannot wobble.
Underwood features prevent operator's blunders.

-a

-a

is a mighty
The simple mechanism which secures perfect work in the Underwood
took at it ì Knowledge of the
intereatiug exhibit of ingenuity and skill. )Vlty not ctnnewill
help you to
to
tea
pleasure
Irnderwtaai will help yon to secure areater efficiency. It
just as much knowledge of the Underwood Standard Typewriter asyoa choose to acquire.

Eventually Buy"

11The Machine You Will

Anywhere

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.

t

IRVING'S WIZARD PIPE

Send For Our Latest List on

pose new principle correct. Draft and Fin
Nelow Tobacco Above. Kept Dry and Sweet by ha
Killing heat. Ant ...one wok tennis$ all moisture. Firs
A e hes or t .,bacco cannot escape from this pipe.
nee an ies: 'isle X. 31.00;
Straight or Curved Stems.
Stale u'. 31.30: Stn le XX Sterling Silver mounted, to leather
Fench Briar Bowls, Bee:
Genuine
covered case, $2.00.
Malea
vulcanized Rubber sterna.
postpaid, with 1 dozen cartridges upot
S

APPARATUS

WIRELESS

Double Slide Tuning Coil $4.00
Detectors $3511 to $5.50
Rezeiving Condensers $1.00
-lead Receivers all Resist trice. 100 -ohm to ó.000

l

1

r.. rupt of

12

Y

FLETCHER- STANLEY CO.
New York
SE 31 Frankfort St.,
h.ri writing

pI a e

ler PROfECT
A

fil ':uu

Guide "

" Inventor's
s

Wh..»

Eioctrics.'-

nipntlun "Modern
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TOUR IDEA I

:m: 4:

:

price or send for t'noklet

Wizard Patent Developing Co.
Dept. I 144 West 31st St. N.
I.O.M. DIMS TO D1A1laa

$170 to $10.00
livery Instrument Guaranteed

r.

-ouney.
lie Camp Conduit l'o
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inurrì at
THE OERNSBACK ELECTROLYTIC INTLRkUPTER
(PA

pcNU11%U4

is connected in series with any Drill.
cull and the 11U V ur 22) V, direct ur alternating
lighting current supply. No resistance or condenser is used. ..s
he
cell a key or switch to break the current in the usual manner.not 1 .ivibrator of the coil must be screwed up tight as It should
as
suun
as
and
with
the
tilled
solution
vessel
is
brate. The glass
the key is depressed you will get the surprise of your life. You
E.\
V
\'
I
I
but
with
batteries,
.\
as
meagre
spark.
don't get a thin.
WICK. that this is the ideal thing fur WireP1 -. \ \I L' V, INCII
1
inch
of
obtained
a
The
spark
mention.
less is unnecessary to
coll. connected to a big sending condenser and a zinc spark gap
MCI: will crash in the gap with such a
with tines h I NCII
tremendous 'wise that it will take your breath away. AN L.) TIIL
SPARK FILLS TILE GAP. These are PLAIN FACTS. Uur usual guarantee backs them. By way of proving our statement look
The first one shows
at the two photo's taken by \Ir. Gernsback.
the full stark of a 2inch coil run by a 6 V GO A. Il. storage battery. Exposure 14 seconds. The second shows the FLAME of
Exthe same coil with a 110 V current and the slew interrupter.
leisure 114 seconds. The flame shouts upward, as the great amount
of heat raises the discharge. You cannot appreciate the work you
are able to do with this wonderful interrupter till you see it in once:0
....t :titan. .lo %oat ;;e. a better and a heavier spark. but it is
also from 15% to 2590 LONGER, all dependin on the construction
of the coil. And that is not all. The output of the cull is increased
at least 60%. That means that you can send at least 60% further
with the Gernsback interrupter. This will be better understood by
mentioning that two No. N copper wires, connected to a 1 -inch cod
and separated .4 inch will fuse within 5 to 10 seconds.
The Gernsback interrupter starts with 50 volts. .\ metal roil of
especial alloy goes through the cover. down in the glass tube.
This tube at its lower end has a peculiar aperture in which the point
of the rod fits. The tube at the upper end has a screw top which
screws in the cover. In operation the metal rod wears itself away
to a perfect point. The rod itself is fed down by gravity. Very
little metal is used up; it takes about 00 hours constant work to conNO. 8000
trifling cost.
sume one inch of the rod. New rods are supplied at
The rod can be left constantly in the solution without harem. The
hard rubber composition top has all metal parts 1\lltEl)i)E1) in it
(Patented). No metal exposed whatsoever. therefore NO CORROSION as is usually experienced in
other interrupters. The interrupter heats up very little. even when working for hours. The path between
the two electrodes is only % inch and the amount of solution heated at a time therefore is necessarily slight.
This interrupter will find thousands of friends and is especially recommended for wireless and X -ray work.
When used for the former it may be stated that it produces an extremely high sound in the distant receiver. which is much easier to read than the low sound produced with the old spring vibrator giving only
from 150 to 200 vibrations per second. against 5000 to 71100 per second with the electrolytic interrupter.
The interrupter is to be used in connection with ordinary spark
coils from % inch up to 12 inch spark length. Two coils (or more),
may be connected in series and if the secondaries are connected in
series, too, the length of the resulting spark is as long as the sparks
the two coils put together. Therefore two Z inch coils will give a
(O.l 4of inch
spark, and so on.
Every instrument is fully guaranteed to be all we claim for it.
Mr. Gernsback would not allow his name put to it if he had not implicit faith in it.
No. _
It is a guarantee by itself.
The Gernsback Interrupter (patents pending) No. 8000. as described, size 10%x5 inches. Weight,

this

interrupter

nary spark

l

i

without solution,

2

lbs.

INTRODUCTION PRICE $2.50
send for descriptive circular.

THE

" ELECTRO" ANTENNA SWITCH

This switch has been brought out in pursuance to a great many calls we have had in the past for
such a switch. As illustration shows this is a threepole, double throw switch. As will be seen the
throw to change the switch over is only about 2 inches. making the throw almost instantly. The two
end prongs are at an angle of 140 degrees and the construction of
this switch is unlike any other. 13y referring to the diagram below
it will he seen that when the switch is thrown for receiving the primary of the coil is disconnected. If accidentally the sending key should
rt

touched it will be ¡`{ ,
impossible to dam,.
f,
zge tile receiving intrumcnts. as the coil
an under no circumstances operate. The
diagram shown below
is standard, but of
.nurse :cane other connections can he devised by the
.s,(ernnentrr. All metal parts are pure copper.
lard ruhher handle is provided as switch handle.
Pd.; switch will stand the discharge of a 4 inch coil
..rthout mining across. It can he used in connection
lint a transfarwcr up to 1 K. \V. All copper parts are
a,: post an eighth of an inch thick. Binding post is prot
i.
at each pole of the switch and new connectors are
p ros idcd which wakes the unscrewing of wires impossible.
he sw:.h can be screwed down on any table or on
rv::ll
> tze of hase 7 x 7 inches, height over all
31.4
inches. Weight IV pounds. This switch is built
nrpes, whrn terer is down; when Irser is up. height
u
sled
an
d
....truction
is right. 'there is at the present no
..dgils all the way tinuugh, Irrt materialW. snarl
nhunl von' money if it is not absolutely satisfactory.
wireless throw .witch on the market.
$LOO
No. 8100.
"Electra" \nt(una Switch. :I,. described. price. now
he

l

'e

:

is'
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more
We have been building spark coils for the last 6 years. It is on record that we have sold have
coils than any other concern in the U. S. to experimenters and amateurs. In fact, our coils
helped much to give us the national reputation as `The Experimenter's House."
only,
We have had such a large demand of late for a REAL wireless coil, to be used for wireless
we
that we have put our best efforts towards building such a coil. We leave you be our judge if
succeeded.

is a

W. Transformer-Coil

The,` "Electro"

IZ K.
(100 MILE WIRELESS COIL.)

radical departure from ordinary coil build-

ing.
It possesses all the good points of a
good coil, but none of its bad ones.
The average experimenter when buying
The
a coil nowadays buys a cat in a bag.
coil is sealed entirely and if it should break
Neither
factory.
down it must go back to the
does the owner know what is inside of the
coil -he must take the maker's word for
which is sometimes not satisfactory.
Our coil is NOT SEALED IN, and is

it-

a sealed in coil,
where most of the time you get only % of
weight in sealing
and
wire
)á
in
the weight
wax.
is
centered in our
Our new Departure

still better insulated than

BLOCK- SECONDARIES

These secondaries are wound with
WIRE. This
NO. 30 B. & S. ENAMELED times
as many
means, on account of getting 3
that our
space,
given
ampere turns into a
as other
secondaries are 3 times as efficient
as much
unes, and that they take up one -third
(see

cut).

NO. t3050

inches.
room. Size of secondary, 3Vsx2Yx3'/
coil
You ,Hanel tiat such a small The
output.
are
enormous
an
been
such
could give
the secondary coils
block -coil is obtained,
explains
cold, ea
squarei
enameled
is filled stwith molten paraffine.
wh
form which
W
& S.
the 2 end pieces.
which ex,ioses no wire except square
We guarantee that the wire is No. 30 B.
so they can not roll.
is another marvel. We use
We form our secondaries
primary
The
spark.
4¡inch
a
gives
Each secondary weighs 24i lbs andS.. and consequently get just 3 times as much wire on the core, as
&
coils. The result is of
again enameled wire, No. 14 B. C.
used now almost entirely on inferior
if we used the common D. C.is justwire,
other ones.
3 times as efficient as
primary
new
the secondary as with
course that our
gives a 25 per cent longer spark on
We are willing to prove that our primary
secondaries are
block
the old type.
slipped over the primary. Then the two insulating
A hard rubber insulating tube is
treated
box,
is
secondaries
and
slipped
snug and he box is arranged in such ahway

are

is always
move. but are always '/n inch apart.
is screwed down. Thus this marvel of simplicity
Connections are made and the cover
arises. for new experiments. etc., etc. both
occasion
when
apart,
taken
be
to
and
a time,
ready to he inspected
so that one secondary may be used at
Four top rubber binding posts are provided.
experiments.
electrolytic
an
with
in series, both in parallel and for other important
used
be
of
course
must
it
coil.
As there is no vibrator nor condenser to this
it from 110 -220 Alternating current.
work it
wireless
interrupter or independent vibrator, or running
For
THICK.
inch
but
'/a
The spark obtained is from 1!; to 1% inches long.
You must radiate energy (amperage) from your
is the fat spark that counts, not the long, thin spark.
antenna. nrt tension (voltage).
of it.
Our coil radiates energy -high amperage -and lots
will send further
as wireless transmission is concerned,
Compared with the ordinary coil. ours as far wire.
an 8-inch coil costs $88.5011
S.
\36iB.t
than the 8 -inch coil wound with No.
Weight of complete coil
Size f box.
Electro y K. W. Transformer -Coil, as described:
8050.
can not

I

PRICE NOW $7.50

condenser, to work on 6 to 10 volts
Same coil as above, but with fine vibrator and
8060.
Watts equal to 20 miles). Price $10.00.
each $2.75
wire, as described. Price
No. 8070. Block- Secondaries wound with No. 30 Enameled
Price
No. 8071. Primary, with Enameled wire.
each $0.50
Price
No. 8072. Hard wood box.
will ship any one-or more-either No. 8050
We have so much confidence in our new coils that we
is not all
it
Try the coil. If
of inspection.
or 8060, on receipt of $1.00 deposit, with full privilege in
any respect, return it to us at our expense.
it does not suit you
and everyhing we claim for it
Can we do more?
first served.
You want a good Wireless coil. here is your chance. Order at once, first come,

No.

(100

-if

120 pages, valuable informaOur new ELECTRICAL CYCLOPEDIA CATALOG No. 6, containing
and the most complete assortment
tion, wireless diagrams, WIRELESS CODES, electrical photographs
2 cents postage to cover
of wireless goods, apparatus, novelties, etc., etc., will be sent to you on receipt of
cost of mailing.

Electro Importing

Co.,

86 -z W. Broadway, New York

"Everything for the Experimenter."

PROMOTED!
Ç Don't worry about the

boss not having his eye on you and noticing the improvement in your work. Remember he is human
is on the lookout for good men.
His success, and the firm's depends on his ability to select the right man.
If you are a little better than the other man-if you know more about your work
than he does, do you suppose the boss will pass you by and boost the other fellow?

-he

You wish you had a better job. You wish you knew more, then you could dD more and earn
Fill in the blank form below and let us tell you how these wishes can be realized.
Ill Our advice, based upon the experience of our

more.

FREE INFORMATION COUPON
American School of Correspondence:

Please send me free your Bulletin of engineering information
and advise me how I can qualify for position marked 'X.'

....f]ectrial

Engineer

Draftsman

....Civil

Enghper

....Mechanica Engineer
....Stationary Engineer

....Structure

I

Engineer

....Municipal nginee

....Railroad Ewer
...Structural !kaftans

....Telephone Engineer

....Hating

and Ventilating Engineer

....Plumber
....Archited
....Hydraulic Engineer
....Textile Boss

....Shed Metal

Paneru Draftsman

....College Preparatory Coarse
....Sanitary Engineer

NAME
ADDRESS
OCCUPATION
Mod. Elect. 7.09.

successful students and graduates will cost you
nothing. It may start you right and change your
whole future.
Q The American School of Correspondence is an educational
institution. We employ no agents or collectors. The merit
of our work makes this unnecessary.
(J Advice regarding the work you wish to take up and our
complete Bulletin will be sent for the coupon. There s no
obligation attached to this -mail it to -day.

WE HELP MEN HELP THEMSELVES
AMERICAN SCHOOL of CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

When wnuns please mention **Modern 1Gaeutraoa."

" Modern Blectrics " guarantees the reliabi;ity of Its advertisers.

